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Submitted via www.regulations.gov

Megan Herndon
Deputy Director for Legal Affairs
Visa Services, Bureau of Consular Affairs
Department of State
600 19th St NW
Washington, DC 20006

RE: Interim Final Rule: Visas: Ineligibility Based on Public Charge Grounds RIN: 1400-AE87

Dear Ms. Herndon:

The Center for Law and Social Policy (CLASP) is grateful for the opportunity to comment on the Department of State’s (DOS)’s interim final rule, “Visas: Ineligibility Based on Public Charge Grounds.”

Established in 1969, CLASP is a national, non-partisan, non-profit, anti-poverty organization that advances policy solutions for people with low-incomes. Our comments draw upon the work of CLASP experts in the areas of immigration and anti-poverty policies. As a national anti-poverty organization, we understand the critical importance of federal programs that support the health and economic well-being of families with low-incomes.

CLASP strongly opposes this rule. The rule is unjustified, departs from over a hundred years of law and policy, is not supported by available research, and will make immigrants and citizens in their families afraid to seek critical programs and services. We urge the Department to withdraw the rule in its entirety, and to ensure that the long-standing principles clarified in the 1999 field guidance and State Department guidance issued at that time remain in effect.

Similar to The Department of Homeland Security’s (DHS)’s “public charge” rule, the DOS interim final rule would result in participation decline in programs that help families stay strong, productive, and raise children who thrive. Extensive research indicates that proposals to radically change the public charge concept will deter immigrants and their families from using the programs their tax dollars help support.\(^1\) The DOS rule also makes fundamental and deeply damaging changes to the criteria for obtaining a visa to enter the United States that will elevate wealth over traditional criteria such as work and family - representing a sharp break with the past and particularly harming immigrants with low-wage jobs, parents caring for children, and their families. While much of the

research cited in our comment was prepared in response to the DHS public charge rule, the DOS rule would similarly result in participation decline in programs that help families stay strong, productive, and raise children who thrive.

Both of these massive changes - discouraging enrollment by immigrants and their families in crucial health and nutrition programs and destabilizing families by denying their loved ones entry to the United States - would increase poverty, hunger, ill health and unstable housing. This rule would exclude working families with low and moderate incomes whose contributions are essential to the economy and likely to grow over time and generations. These changes also have profound and damaging consequences for the well-being and long-term success of immigrants and their families, including US citizen children. And beyond immigrants themselves, the proposal harms localities, states, and health care providers and facilities.

As you are aware, five federal courts have found that the DHS rule violates the Administrative Procedures Act and is contrary to law. The district courts in New York, Washington, and Maryland have issued nationwide preliminary injunctions against the DHS rule, while courts in California and Illinois issued geographically limited injunctions against the rule. These injunctions both block DHS from implementing or enforcing its rule, and postpone the effective date until there is final resolution of the cases. DOS should not rely on the enjoined DHS regulation to justify its actions, when multiple courts have found that its interpretation is likely unlawful. So long as the DHS rule is enjoined, the Department’s principal justification for issuing the interim final rule fails. Moving forward with implementation would conflict with the Department’s stated goal of alignment with DHS.

As the IFR states, at 84 Federal Register 55011, “Coordination of Department and DHS implementation of the public charge inadmissibility ground is critical to the Department's interest in preventing inconsistent adjudication standards and different outcomes between determinations of visa eligibility and determinations of admissibility at a port of entry.... This inconsistency between the two agencies' adjudications would create a public harm and would significantly disrupt the Department’s interest in issuing visas only to individuals who appear to qualify for admission to the United States.” By the Department’s own logic, this rule should be withdrawn and the longstanding policy reinstated so long as implementation of the DHS rule is prohibited.

Withdrawing the interim final rule alone is an insufficient remedy. Any change in policy which differs from the May 1999 public charge Field guidance will result in one policy being applied to applications processed by consular offices abroad and a different policy to applications processed in the U.S.

The State Department’s abrupt changes to longstanding standards for evaluating public charge in the January 2018 revisions to the Foreign Affairs Manual (FAM) radically redefined the criteria for admissibility to the United States. For visa applicants and members of their households, the FAM now directs consular officers to look for any past or current use of any benefit programs, including non-cash benefit programs, as evidence that the applicant will likely become a “public charge” in the future. In addition, DOS changed the weight given to a properly filed Affidavit of Support, and has imposed new requirements on joint sponsors. None of these alterations were made with proper notice, explanation, or opportunity for comment to the public. Together, these changes reflect a stark

---

shift in the State Department’s approach to the public charge ground of inadmissibility—a shift which has had an immediate and binding effect on the immigrant community.

Our comments do not focus on how the interim final rule differs from the backdoor 2018 FAM changes. Rather, we focus on massive changes in longstanding policy principles from 1999. Whether or not the DHS rule remains enjoined, any departure of the FAM from the principles articulated in the 1999 guidance will cause chaos and confusion in an already complex legal immigration system, and will cause further harm to immigrants and citizens in their families.

We summarize below and explain in more detail in the comments that follow five reasons why the Department should immediately withdraw this interim final rule and the January 2018 FAM instructions. Specifically, the interim final rule:

1. Is a radical change that goes far beyond the agency’s authority and far beyond congressional intent;
2. Would harm a far larger population and far more seriously than the rule acknowledges, potentially tens of millions of people;
3. Would cause permanent harm to children, women, young adults, and families;
4. Would significantly harm communities, schools, health care systems, states, localities, businesses and higher education; and
5. Would disproportionately harm certain vulnerable and/or legally protected populations.

The interim final rule is a radical change that goes far beyond the agency’s authority and far beyond Congressional intent.

Under longstanding policy guidance, only cash “welfare” assistance for income maintenance and government funded long-term care received or relied upon by an applicant can be taken into consideration in the “public charge” test – and only when a person is “primarily dependent” on it. The interim final rule would alter the test dramatically, abandoning the enduring meaning of a public charge as a person who depends on the government for subsistence. Instead, the interim final rule would include a wide range of low-wage workers and others with modest incomes who get help paying for health, nutrition, or housing.

Specifically, the interim final rule would consider a much wider range of government programs in the “public charge” determination, many of which typically go to working families: most Medicaid programs, housing assistance such as Section 8 housing vouchers, Project-based Section 8, or Public Housing, and SNAP (Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program). To give a sense of the scale of the change, if the old criterion were applied to U.S.-born citizens, it would exclude one in twenty people. But the new criterion would exclude more than six times as many, one in three U.S.-born citizens, or tens of millions of people who get help in any given year paying for health, food, or housing.3

3 Danilo Trisi “One-Third of U.S.-Born Citizens Would Struggle to Meet Standard of Extreme Trump Rule for Immigrants”
The interim final rule also makes massive changes to existing policy regarding the criteria for admission to the United States. Although the rule claims to maintain a “totality of the circumstances” approach, weighing the person’s age, health, resources, education, family situation, and a sponsor’s affidavit of support, in fact it greatly increases the chances of a negative outcome for ordinary working families without wealth or high incomes, by assigning a negative weight to many factors that are closely correlated (such as having a low income or having requested an immigration fee waiver). In addition, the interim final rule details how being a child or a senior, having a number of children, or having a treatable medical condition could be held against immigrants seeking entry to the United States.

The effects of the rule would be radical – reshaping the structure of our legal immigration system and redefining who is ‘worthy’ of being an American – shifting immigration away from working people and the world’s dreamers and strivers and towards those who bring high incomes, and financial assets. The radical changes embodied in the interim final rule would reverse more than a century of existing law, policy, and practice in interpreting the public charge law, under which the receipt of non-cash benefits has never been the determining factor in deciding whether an individual is likely to become a public charge. For almost two decades, U.S. immigration officials have explicitly reassured, and immigrant families have relied on that assurance, that participation in programs like Medicaid and SNAP (formerly food stamps) would not affect their ability to obtain a visa in the future.

Congress has had several opportunities to amend the public charge law but each time has instead affirmed the existing administrative and judicial interpretations of the law. This includes an explicit opportunity just after the passage of the 1996 Personal Responsibility and Work Opportunity Reconciliation Act (PRWORA), in the Illegal Immigration Reform and Immigrant Responsibility Act (IIRIRA), where Congress merely codified the case law interpretation of public charge. When the passage of PRWORA led to confusion about the implications for non-cash benefits, the then-Immigration and Naturalization Service issued an administrative guidance and a notice of proposed rulemaking in 1999 to provide clarity on the existing practice. Thus, there is no evidence at all in the record of Congressional or administrative action to support the assertion in this October 2019 interim final rule that the radical new proposals envisioned today follow from PRWORA.

The DOS public charge rule also conflicts with Congressional actions that recognize the importance of access to health care and nutrition benefits for immigrants and explicitly remove barriers to access. For example, the regulation conflicts with Congress’s recognition in PRWORA that Medicaid should be de-linked from cash assistance and its associated time limits, because health coverage under Medicaid is an important support to families pursuing self-sufficiency, not an obstacle.

The regulatory provisions that ostensibly implement the totality of circumstances test for denial are deeply problematic and would substantially disadvantage workers, families, and seniors who are not wealthy. Specifically, the listing of factors and additional criteria is arbitrary, unrelated to the statute, and has the effect of undermining statutory intent by creating a large number of ways to fail and very few ways to pass. The whole approach of the rule – in creating multiple reasons for workers with low-incomes to fail – is directly at odds with the prospective nature of the public charge determination and completely fails to consider the clear evidence that

immigrants improve their economic status over time.\textsuperscript{4}

The rule is also inconsistent with Congressional intent as expressed through other laws. The treatment of disability as purely a burden is inconsistent with modern understanding of disability and reflects a perspective that Congress has explicitly rejected in multiple statutes, including the Americans with Disabilities Act. The inclusion of English-language proficiency as a factor in the public charge test raises major concerns given the Supreme Court’s finding that discrimination on the basis of language or English proficiency is a form of national origin discrimination.

Finally, the Department’s proposal appears to be driven by the Administration’s racial animus and desire to restrict immigration from certain countries. While not consistent with DOS’ statutory authority, the rule is consistent with the Administration’s consistent public record of explicit hostility to immigrants from Latin America and Africa, and it will have a disproportionately damaging impact on people of color, particularly Latino, AAPI, and Black immigrants.

The interim final rule would harm a far larger population and far more seriously than the text acknowledges, potentially tens of millions of people.\textsuperscript{5}

The interim final rule would harm far more people than the estimates it presents acknowledge, based on extensive research that documents and estimates the scale of the “chilling effect” – meaning the effect of making individuals afraid to access programs and undermining access to critical health, food, and other supports for eligible immigrants and their families. Among the most harmed by the interim final rule are children, including U.S. citizen children who would likely decrease participation in support programs, despite remaining eligible. Previous research that studied use of benefits by immigrant and mixed status families after the eligibility changes in the 1990s showed decreased enrollment in Medicaid and CHIP even among those who remained eligible.\textsuperscript{5} Based on this research, social scientists project that immigrants’ use of health, nutrition, and social services could decline significantly if public charge changes are implemented.\textsuperscript{6} Research suggests that these estimates from the past (often from the period after PRWORA) may underestimate the chilling effect today, because of the many factors already causing fear and withdrawal from crucial supports among immigrant families.


Our detailed comments include estimates by independent researchers of the effect on the lives of immigrants and their families, using multiple methodologies. All show large impacts. For example, researchers estimate that approximately 25.9 million people would potentially be chilled by changes to the public charge rule, accounting for an estimated 8% of the U.S. population. This number represents individuals and family members with at least one non-citizen in the household and who live in households with earned incomes under 250% of the federal poverty level. Of these 25.9 million people, approximately 9.2 million are children under 18 years of age who are family members of at least one noncitizen or are noncitizen themselves, representing approximately 13% of our nation’s child population. In another estimate focused specifically on health impacts, researchers found that up to 4.9 million individuals, including U.S. citizen children, could lose health insurance.

Researchers are also finding that both administrative data and interviews with immigrant families are already showing this effect. For instance, in a December 2018 survey, the Urban Institute found evidence of the far-reaching impact of changes to public charge policy. Researchers found that about one in seven adults in immigrant families (14%) reported that they or a family member did not participate in a government benefit program in 2018 for fear of consequences to a green card application. The Urban Institute study also found evidence of spillover effects. Though the public charge rule would only directly impact individuals who do not yet have a green card, researchers observed chilling effects in families with various mixes of immigration and citizenship status, including 9% of those in families where all foreign-born members were naturalized citizens.

Additionally, a very large body of research, cited in our detailed comments, finds that participation in health, nutrition, housing, and other basic needs programs positively influences children’s and adults’ health in both the short- and long-run as well as educational and economic attainment. Because the rule fails to acknowledge this extensive evidence, it drastically understates the harm that arises from immigrants’ and their families’ withdrawal from benefits.

Finally, the Department fails to adequately evaluate impacts of the interim final rule. It leaves out whole categories of impact to individuals and families, state and local economies, and sectors of the economy. For example, it makes no effort to measure the economic impact of the rules on states, despite the considerable

---


evidence of economic and fiscal losses associated with the rule. The Fiscal Policy Institute estimates $17.5 billion in loss of health care and food supports, $33.8 billion in potential economic ripple effects of this lost spending, and 230,000 in potential jobs lost because of this reduction in federal spending, under a 35 percent disenrollment scenario.\textsuperscript{11} As a result of its failure to identify and estimate the impacts of the rule change, and its neglect of the extensive research record, the Department fails to provide the information needed to seriously assess the rule and consistently and substantially underestimates its damage and costs.

**The interim final rule would cause permanent harm to children, women, young adults, and families.**

The changes in the interim final rule undercut the foundations that children need to thrive and families to succeed, causing both immediate and long-term harm. Evidence from decades of research using many different methods shows that essential health, nutrition, and housing assistance prepares children to be productive working adults – and that children’s access to these benefits is highly dependent on their parents’ and families’ access and economic stability, not separable.

The damaging consequences of the rule would affect millions of women and children in communities across the United States and produce ripple effects on the health, development, and economic outcomes of generations to come. One in four children in the U.S. – nearly 18 million children – has at least one immigrant parent, and the vast majority (about 88 percent or 16 million) are U.S.-born citizens.\textsuperscript{12} Immigrant women comprise 52 percent of the U.S. immigrant population, and many are parents of U.S. citizen children.\textsuperscript{13} Young adults who are immigrants, also crucial to America’s economic future, represent 8 percent of the immigrant population and 10 percent of all young adults.\textsuperscript{14} For all these groups, the rule moves policy in exactly the wrong direction both morally and in terms of the nation’s self-interest – towards placing a generation of children and families more at risk instead of investing in their futures.

Recent research builds evidence the harm on children already happening. For example, the Urban Institute found harmful chilling effects happening in 2018 in families with children. Adults in immigrant families living with children under age 19 were more likely to report chilling effects (17%) than adults without children in the household (9%).\textsuperscript{15} Also, the Kaiser Family Foundation documented that health centers saw declines in enrollment among children in immigrant families. More than a third (38%) of health centers reported that many or some immigrants were declining to enroll their children in Medicaid over the past year, while nearly three in ten (28%) reported many or some immigrant patients were disenrolling or deciding not to renew Medicaid coverage for

---


\textsuperscript{14} CLASP analysis of 2016 American Community Survey Data.

\textsuperscript{15} Hamutal Bernstein et al., “One in Seven Adults in Immigrant Families Reported Avoiding Public Benefit Programs in 2018” The Urban Institute, May 2019. \texttt{https://www.urban.org/sites/default/files/publication/100270/one_in_seven_adults_in_immigrant_families_reported_avoiding_publi_7.pdf}.
their children.16 This and other research discussed in our comment strongly suggests that chilling effects are particularly harmful on families with children.

The interim final rule would be particularly harmful to the economic security, health, and well being of immigrant women, who make up more than half of the U.S. immigrant population and are already more likely to be economically insecure. On nearly every dimension of the revised public charge definition, immigrant women would face disadvantages making them far less likely to pass the public charge test: immigrant women—as all women—have lower earnings than men,17 immigrant women are more likely to be primary caregivers and less likely to be employed;18 immigrant women are more likely to live in households with children, and therefore, have larger household sizes; and immigrant women are more likely to receive Medicaid or SNAP benefits, compared to their male counterparts.20 Moreover, the interim final rule’s consideration of Medicaid as part of the public charge determination poses a dire threat to the health of immigrant women, because of Medicaid’s importance to women’s health needs throughout their lives. The rule also places barriers in the way of economic success for young adults in immigrant families, particularly by making it harder for young people to access supports like Medicaid and housing subsidies that make it possible for students with low-incomes to complete post-secondary credentials.

The rule will also disproportionately disadvantage immigrant children, immigrant women, and parents of young children in denials of visas as a result of the proposed negative factors. The MPI study of current green card holders highlights the disproportionate impact of the new criteria on women and especially mothers, particularly the negative weight given to neither working nor being in school.21 Disqualifying mothers in families with low-incomes dramatically disadvantages their children, including citizen children, by destabilizing families, making it harder for a remaining wage-earner to make ends meet, and preventing a mother’s return to the labor force in the future.

Finally, the rule imposes major damage on citizen children, despite saying that they are not included. The rule effectively creates a second class of children who are less likely to access health, nutrition, and housing programs and therefore less likely to achieve their full potential. Extensive historical evidence shows that the only way to protect children’s access to health care and nutrition is to make it simple and keep these programs out of the public charge determination – otherwise, parents cannot take the risk of enrolling their families.

19 Ruiz, Immigrant Women in the United States.
Further, the increased denial of visas to mothers and fathers with low-incomes will also target their children, destabilizing families economically and placing attendant risks to children’s wellbeing. Research consistently points to the importance of immigrant parents’ long-term status for family economic stability and children’s outcomes. Yet with the explicit use of the poverty line and household size as criteria, parents with children are disproportionately targeted for denial by the rule.

The interim final rule would significantly harm localities, states, businesses, schools and health care providers.

The impacts of the interim final rule go far beyond individuals and families. Mass disenrollment from SNAP and Medicaid will have devastating ripple effects on states and communities nationwide. The impacts begin with health care providers (for Medicaid) and grocery stores (for SNAP) losing money and spread as struggling families spend less in other areas. In addition, the consequences of mass disenrollment within the healthcare industry, particularly for safety net hospitals and clinics are dire. The effects of hospital closures include a sharp decrease in access to care and even death rates for all residents of their service areas – that is, far more than immigrant families alone -- as well as economic effects, since hospitals are major employers. The loss of jobs associated with a hospital closure is especially devastating in rural areas, which have smaller populations and a historic reliance on declining industries.\(^{22}\) Moreover, some industries and employers will not locate in an area without a hospital, leaving communities without hospitals unable to attract some employers.\(^{23}\)

States and localities also suffer when they must deal with the public health and fiscal consequences of choices by immigrants and their families to forego health care. Covering low-income pregnant women and children improves their health and the health of their babies and saves states money. Studies have found that every state dollar spent on prenatal care saves states between $2.57 and $3.38 in future medical costs.\(^ {24}\) Disruption and costs to K-12 education are also a major concern for states, localities, businesses, and schools. Inadequate nutrition, a lack of routine medical care, and unstable housing directly affect educational outcomes and the health and wellbeing of students.

In addition to costs related to added health and educational burdens, state and local agencies that administer health, nutrition, and housing programs will also face new administrative challenges. Additions to the workload of state and local agencies include providing information about past benefit receipt to visa applicants as required by draft form, DS-5540 to consumer inquiries related to the new rule, duplicative work for agencies resulting from families disenrolling and returning to caseloads, and modifying existing communications and forms related to public charge. Furthermore, the inclusion of Medicaid and SNAP in public charge review will undermine state efforts to streamline enrollment processes between different public assistance programs.

Further, given the documented increased fears and confusion in immigrant communities, community-based


\(^{23}\) Wishner, A Look at Rural Hospital Closures and Implications for Access to Care.

organizations are facing increased administrative burdens to rapidly respond to community needs. These organizations are not only having to spend limited resources understanding a complex policy, but more importantly communicating these potential changes to immigrant families.\(^{25}\)

Finally, the changes will have a direct impact on businesses big and small, hurting workers across all wage ranges and damaging state and local governments’ ability to support their residents in achieving higher education and workforce policy goals. Particularly for low-wage workers, the changes will destabilize their lives and make it harder for them to sustain steady employment, making it more difficult for employers such as home care agencies or retail businesses to attract and retain workers and potentially disrupting local economies.

The interim final rule would disproportionately harm certain vulnerable and/or legally protected populations.

In addition to the consequences for people of color, women, children, and young adults already analyzed, the interim final rule is particularly damaging to other specific populations. Our comments address the disproportionate harms caused to victims of domestic violence and sexual abuse, individuals living with disabilities (including individuals living with HIV/ AIDS and children with special health care needs), seniors, and lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender immigrants and their families. These groups should be of special concern because they are particularly vulnerable and/or legally protected.

For these reasons and those detailed in the comments that follow, the Department should immediately withdraw the interim final rule and ensure that the long-standing principles clarified in the 1999 field guidance and State Department guidance issued at that time remain in effect. The damage on all these dimensions cannot be mitigated merely by narrowing the scope of the rule; it must be withdrawn and - as previously emphasized - withdrawing the interim final rule alone is an insufficient remedy. Any change in policy which differs from the May 1999 public charge Field guidance will result in one policy being applied to applications processed by consular offices abroad and a different policy to applications processed in the U.S. Any departure from the principles articulated in the 1999 guidance will cause chaos and confusion in an already complex legal immigration system, and will cause further harm to immigrants and citizens in their families.

We encourage the Department to dedicate its efforts to advancing policies that truly support economic security, self-sufficiency, and a stronger future for the United States by promoting – rather than undermining – the ability of immigrants, their families and children, their communities, and the businesses and nonprofit institutions in those communities to thrive. Similarly, we urge the Department to support rather than undermine the efforts of states to promote healthy and economically secure families and communities including immigrant families and communities – rather than to impose costs and barriers to state budget, policy, and legislative choices.

We present our detailed comments under the five broad themes identified above and refer within the thematic sections to the specific provisions addressed. In Section VI, we discuss our objections to specific sections of the

\(^{25}\) David M. Greenberg et al., “Supporting the Resilience of America’s” Immigrant Communities: How Community Organizations are Responding to Federal Policy Changes“ LISC, January 2019
http://www.lisc.org/media/filer_public/3c/d6/3cd6c801-6931-4e1b-93a7-7a0e825719b4/011419_research_whitepaper_immigration.pdf.
interim final rule.

I. THE INTERIM FINAL RULE IS A RADICAL CHANGE THAT GOES FAR BEYOND THE AGENCY'S AUTHORITY AND FAR BEYOND CONGRESSIONAL INTENT

Shortly after President Trump’s inauguration in January 2017, an official within his administration leaked a draft of an Executive Order titled “Executive Order on Protecting Taxpayer Resources by Ensuring Our Immigration Laws Promote Accountability and Responsibility.” The Executive Order instructed Department of Homeland Security (DHS) to “rescind any field guidance” and “propose for notice and comment a rule that provides standards for determining which aliens are inadmissible or deportable on public charge grounds”—i.e., if a non-citizen is “likely to receive” or does receive means-tested “public benefits.” Although the draft Executive Order was never officially released or signed by President Trump, it is now being implemented through a final rule from DHS and this interim final rule from DOS. It is against this political backdrop that this administration is now attempting to change the way the public charge ground of inadmissibility has been defined and interpreted for the last three centuries.

a. The Interim Final Rule Is A Radical Expansion of The Public Charge Concept

While DOS repeatedly claims that this rule is simply providing clarification and guidance regarding existing law, the truth is that it would radically expand the concept of "public charge." The interim final rule would alter the test dramatically, abandoning the enduring meaning of a public charge as a person who is primarily dependent on the government for subsistence, and changing it to mean anyone “who receives one or more public benefits for more than 12 months in the aggregate within any 36-month period (such that, for instance, receipt of two benefits in one month counts as two months' worth of benefits).”

The interim final rule would also greatly expand the programs considered in a public charge determination. Under longstanding policy from 1999, only cash “welfare” assistance for income maintenance and government funded long-term care received or relied upon by an applicant can be taken into consideration in the “public charge” test. The interim final rule would include a wide range of low-wage workers and others with modest incomes who get help paying for health, nutrition, or housing. Specifically, the interim final rule would consider a much wider range of government programs in the “public charge” determination, many of which typically go to working families: many Medicaid programs, housing assistance such as Section 8 housing vouchers, Project-based Section 8, or Public Housing, and the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP).

To give a sense of the scale of the change, if the current standard for receipt of benefits were applied to U.S. born citizens, it would exclude one in twenty people. But the new standards would exclude more than six times as

many people -- nearly one in three U.S.-born citizens, or tens of millions of low-and moderate-income people who get help in any given year paying for health, food or housing. And these figures are based only on one year of assistance, while the rule actually proposes to look back over three years.\textsuperscript{28}

In part because of statutory limitations on which lawfully present immigrants are eligible to receive public benefits, immigrants subject to the public charge test are actually far less likely than low-income U.S. born-citizens to receive these benefits.\textsuperscript{29} As discussed in more detail in the following sections, because of the sweep and complexity of the interim final rule, it is likely to deter or "chill" immigrants who are not subject to the public charge test (such as refugees and asylees) as well as citizens with immigrant family members, from receiving these benefits, as well as frighten people away from receiving benefits that are not listed in the interim final rule.

\textbf{b. The Interim Final Rule Would Drastically Reshape Our System of Family-Based Immigration}

The interim final rule also makes massive changes to existing policy regarding the criteria for visa applicants. The interim final rule would reshape the structure of our legal immigration system and redefine who is ‘worthy’ of being an American— shifting immigration away from working people and the world’s dreamers and strivers and towards those who bring high incomes, and financial assets.

Although the proposal claims to maintain a “totality of the circumstances” approach, weighing the person’s age, health, resources, education, family situation, and a sponsor’s affidavit of support, in fact it greatly increases the chances of a negative outcome for ordinary working families without wealth or high incomes, by assigning a negative weight to many factors that are closely correlated such as having a low-income and having requested an immigration fee waiver. In addition, the interim final rule details how being a child or a senior, having a number of children, or having a treatable medical condition could be held against immigrants seeking a visa. The rule also indicates a preference for immigrants who speak English, which would mark a fundamental change from our nation’s historic commitment to welcoming and integrating immigrants over time. Because this rule targets family-based immigration, it will also have a disproportionate impact on people of color.

A recent study by the Migration Policy Institute gives a sense of the scale here, finding that changes to public charge would reshare migration flows. When recent green card recipients are compared to the new criteria, over two-thirds would have at least one negative factor under the interim final rule and more than 40% would have two or more negative factors. Just 39 percent of green card applicants subject to a public charge test in 2017 had incomes at or above 250% of the federal poverty level - the one "heavily weighted" negative factor in the interim final rule.\textsuperscript{30} While the interim final rule is unclear about how exactly this new test would be applied, it is likely that denials for applications for visas would sky-rocket. Moreover, there is a risk that the public charge standard will be inconsistently applied -- and could be applied in a discriminatory manner. There have already been greatly increased denials under the 2018 FAM guidance, with reports of particularly strict enforcement at certain

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{30} Randy Capps, Mark Greenberg, Michael Fix, and Jie Zong, “Gauging the Impact of DHS’ Proposed Public-Charge Rule on U.S. Immigration,” Migration Policy Institute, November 2018, \url{https://www.migrationpolicy.org/research/impact-dhs-public-charge-rule-immigration}.
\end{itemize}
\end{footnotesize}
c. The Rule Is Inconsistent with How Public Charge Has Been Historically Understood

The interim final rule represents a sharp departure from interpretations of public charge law and policy, and practice over the past 2 decades. When the concept of public charge was first created, the current system of public benefits that support working families did not exist. A public charge was understood to refer to a person who fell completely dependent on public facilities, such as poor houses, hospitals, and asylums for the mentally ill, for support.

The first federal immigration laws excluded “any convict, lunatic, idiot, or any person unable to take care of himself or herself without becoming a public charge” -- but this did not include people who were simply impoverished. This is evidenced by Emma Lazarus’ famous poem, written the following year, and subsequently attached to the Statue of Liberty, which boldly invited the world to send us “your tired, your poor, your huddled masses yearning to breathe free, the wretched refuse of your teeming shore.”

As our system of public benefits developed in the 20th century, there has never been an expectation that individuals who received support for health care, food or housing would be considered to be “public charges.” For almost two decades, U.S. immigration officials have explicitly reassured, and immigrant families have relied on that reassurance, that participation in programs like Medicaid and SNAP (formerly food stamps) would not affect their ability to obtain a visa to enter the United States.

Congress has had several opportunities to amend the public charge law but has only affirmed the existing administrative and judicial interpretations of the law. For example, in 1986, Congress enacted a “special rule” for overcoming the public charge exclusion as part of the legalization program “if the alien demonstrates a history of employment in the United States evidencing self-support without receipt of public cash assistance.” The implementing regulation published in 1989 defined “public cash assistance” as “income or needs-based monetary assistance” including programs like SSI, but specifically excluding food stamps, public housing, or other non-cash benefits including medical assistance programs such as Medicaid. This special rule and its implementing regulation is consistent with the case law on public charge.

The 1996 Personal Responsibility and Work Opportunity Reconciliation Act (PRWORA) limited eligibility for “federal public benefits” to “qualified immigrants” and limited eligibility of many lawful permanent residents for “means-tested public benefits” during their first five years or longer in the U.S., but Congress did not amend the public charge law to change what types of programs should be considered. Instead, that same year, in the Illegal Immigration Reform and Immigrant Responsibility Act (IIRIRA), Congress merely codified the case law

---

interpretation of public charge by adding the “totality of circumstances” test to consider the applicant’s age, health, family status, assets, resources, financial status, education, and skills to the statute. Congress also made the affidavits of support legally enforceable contracts. Accordingly, since 1996, having such an affidavit of support generally has been sufficient to overcome any concerns about public charge.

Memoranda from the Department of State and INS interpreting the statutory changes following IIRIRA are also illustrative. The following convey the agencies’ analysis and application of the public charge ground shortly after passage of IIRIRA:

- “If there is a sufficient Affidavit of Support and the applicant appears to be able to support him/herself and dependents, a public charge finding may not be appropriate notwithstanding the petitioner’s reliance on public assistance.”36
- “Except for the new requirements concerning the enforceable affidavit of support, the Illegal Immigration Reform and Immigrant Responsibility Act of 1996 (IIRIRA) has not altered the standards used to determine the likelihood of an alien to become a public charge nor has it significantly changed the criteria to be considered in determining such a likelihood.”37

In the interim final rule at 84 FR 55006, DOS states that rule is “consistent with section 212(a)(4) of the INA, 8 U.S.C. 1182(a)(4) and congressional objectives stated in the Personal Responsibility and Work Opportunity Act of 1996 (PRWORA).” However, the mere statement of a goal for legislation does not mean that Congress has given DOS the authority to do anything it chooses in pursuit of this goal. In fact, the statutory citation given at 84 FR 55007, to 8 USC 1601(2) is to language added by PRWORA -- legislation in which Congress chose to restrict the eligibility of certain immigrants for benefits and did not make any changes to the public charge statute. Moreover, as discussed below, Congress subsequently made further legislative changes that expanded access to these programs for some groups of immigrants.

After 1996, there was a lot of confusion about how the public charge test might be used against immigrants who were eligible for and receiving certain non-cash benefits. In response to concerns that some consular officials and employees of the then-Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS) were inappropriately scrutinizing the use of health care and nutrition programs, and the strong evidence of chilling effects from the 1996 law, INS issued administrative guidance in 1999 and a notice of proposed rulemaking clarifying the definition of public charge as primarily dependent on the government for subsistence -- as demonstrated by the receipt of cash assistance benefits, and/or government-supported long-term institutional care. It specifically excluded non-cash programs such as Medicare, Medicaid, food stamps, WIC, Head Start, child care, school nutrition, housing, energy assistance, emergency/disaster relief as programs to be considered for purposes of public charge.38

The 1999 NPRM preamble makes clear that it was not seen as changing policy from previous practice, but was issued in response to the need for a “clear definition” so that immigrants can make informed decisions and

providers and other interested parties can provide “reliable guidance.” INS proposed to define “public charge” to mean an individual “who is likely to become ... primarily dependent on the Government for subsistence, as demonstrated by either the receipt of public cash assistance for income maintenance or institutionalization for long-term care at Government expense.” This definition was consistent with the advice provided by federal benefit-granting agencies, including the Department of Health and Human Services, the Department of Agriculture, and the Social Security Administration. Each concurred that “receipt of cash assistance for income maintenance is the best evidence of primary dependence on the Government” because “non-cash benefits generally provide supplementary support ... to low-income working families to sustain and improve their ability to remain self-sufficient.”

In publishing the 1999 proposed rule and the Field Guidance, INS also explained the logic behind the current policy. INS expressly took “into account the law and public policy decisions concerning alien eligibility for public benefits and public health considerations, as well as past practice by the Service and the Department of State.” INS also gave several reasons for deciding to adopt the definition of public charge in both the 1999 proposed rule and the Field Guidance. INS observed that non-cash benefits “serve important public interests,” “are by their nature supplemental” and participation in such non-cash programs is “not evidence of poverty or dependence.” INS also recognized that benefits are “increasingly being made available to families with incomes far above the poverty level, reflecting broad public policy decisions about improving general health and nutrition, promoting education, and assisting working poor families in the process of becoming self-sufficient.” Legislative decisions made since 1999, including the 2002 and 2008 Farm Bills, which made it easier for working families with low incomes to receive SNAP benefits and the 2010 Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act, which expanded Medicaid access for millions of individuals and families, make the argument from 1999 even more compelling.

d. The Rule Is Inconsistent with Clear Congressional Intent That Recognizes the Importance of Access to Preventive Care and Nutrition Benefits for Immigrants

The interim final rule undermines Congressional actions that recognize the importance of access to preventive care and nutrition benefits for immigrants. Following the 1996 welfare reform law that overhauled immigrant eligibility for programs and the 1999 INS field guidance, Congress has passed several laws that explicitly loosened or created new eligibility for means tested programs for immigrant populations. Because immigrants and their families will be penalized for using these programs that they are lawfully allowed to use, this proposal effectively ends their eligibility.

● The Agricultural Research, Extension and Education Reform Act of 1998 [PL 105-185], restored eligibility to children, seniors, and individuals with disabilities who had been qualified immigrants as of the date of enactment of PRWORA.

● The 2002 Farm Bill expanded SNAP for immigrant children. Section 4401 of Farm Security and Rural Investment Act of 2002 restored access to what was then called Food Stamps (now the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program, SNAP) to immigrant children, immigrants receiving disability benefits and qualified immigrant adults living in the U.S. for more than five years.

Statutory text, congressional debate and contemporary media coverage demonstrate these decisions were an intentional use of legislative power that should not be undermined by a regulation. For example, Newt Gingrich, one of the primary creators of the 1996 law, was quoted in 2002 as saying "I strongly support the president's initiative [to restore SNAP benefits to immigrant children]. In a law that has reduced welfare by more than 50 percent, this is one of the provisions that went too far. In retrospect, it was wrong."43

Families should be able to seek and use the benefits they are eligible for, focused on remaining healthy and productive, without compromising their ability to remain permanently in the United States. Congress has clearly understood this over time, intentionally avoiding and removing barriers to immigrant access to programs like SNAP, CHIP and Medicaid. The administration can't cite PRWORA's goal as justification for their changed policy while ignoring subsequent laws which support health and nutrition assistance for immigrants and highlight their effectiveness in promoting self-sufficiency.

DOS repeatedly claims that the PRWORA concept of self-sufficiency requires that an individual not receive any public support; however, one of the main features of PRWORA was a sharp distinction between cash assistance, which was made time limited and subject to strict work requirements, and Medicaid, which was "de-linked" from cash assistance. In this law, Congress recognized that health coverage under Medicaid was an important support for families pursuing self-sufficiency, not an obstacle. At 84 FR 55007, DOS states that "receipt of any of the listed benefits indicates that the recipient, rather than being self-sufficient, needs the government's assistance to meet basic living requirements." This is a tautological statement, the Department having arbitrarily defined self-sufficiency based on the absence of receipt of any benefits.

e. The Department's Re-Definition of The Totality of Circumstances Test Factors and Addition of "Heavily Weighted" Factors Is Deeply Problematic and Inconsistent with The Plain Meaning of The Totality of The Circumstances Test

At 84 FR 54996, DOS correctly cites to the statutory requirement from section 212(a)(4) of the INA, 8 U.S.C. 1182(a)(4), "that consular officers will at the time of visa application take into account statutory factors, including the alien's age; health; family status; assets, resources, financial status; and education and skills" as part of the totality of the circumstances. However, the detailed listing of factors and evidence that will be considered -- and the arbitrary selection of certain factors as "heavily weighted" -- suggests that in practice it would be nearly impossible for immigrants to overcome certain negative factors.

---

At 84 FR 55005, the interim final rule explicitly says that “financial assets, resources, support or annual income of at least 250 percent of the Federal Poverty Guidelines" together would carry considerable positive weight. This is not grounded in either Congressional language or previous practice. The listing of multiple highly correlated items such as income below a specific level, or receipt of fee waiver as separate items further biases the determination against low-income applicants.

The Department’s proposal to heavily weigh certain factors is also arbitrary as the statutory language does not provide a basis for weighing some factors more heavily than others. Moreover, the interim final rule does not heavily weigh the only factor that is singled out in statute as absolutely essential -- the provision of a valid affidavit of support. The 125 and 250 percent of poverty thresholds are arbitrary and without statutory basis. The lack of clarity about how it will be possible to overcome negative factors means that the interim final rule will have a much greater chilling effect -- making immigrants afraid to access public benefits even if those supports would help them thrive and become more stable in the future.

f. The Rule Is Directly at Odds with The Prospective Nature of The Public Charge Determination

i. The Rule Ignores Immigrants’ Economic Mobility Over Time

When determining whether an individual is likely to use benefits, immigration officers apply a “totality of circumstances” test by considering a range of factors such as age, education, health, income, and resources. The interim final rule broadens this list, meaning that more individuals seeking visas will face the risk of being denied because of demographic and socioeconomic characteristics the rule considers signs of likely benefit use.

Based on the Migration Policy Institute’s study of recent green-card recipients, approximately 69 of recent green card recipients had at least one negative factor, 43 percent had at least two negative factors, and 17 percent had at least three negative factors in the rule. In particular, children, seniors, and individuals from Mexico and Central America are at a higher risk of denial as 45%, 72%, and 60%, respectively, have two or more negative factors. The same researchers found that only 39 percent of recent green card recipients had incomes at or above 250 percent of the poverty level -- a heavily weighted positive factor in the rule. Further, another study by the Center for Migration Studies suggests that a large number and share of working class immigrants would be denied admission and prevented from adjusting to LPR status under the rule.

However, the rule fails to consider evidence that immigrants improve their economic status overtime. Analysis conducted by the Center for Health Policy Research found that immigrants have substantial economic mobility. When immigrants first arrive to the United States, they have less social capital and their job skills and experience may not align perfectly with the American job market. Over time, immigrants’ social capital increases and job skills and experience improve, increasing their income to eventually catch up to non-immigrants. Additionally, immigrants with low education close the immigrant-native income gap even faster, catching up with similar US-

born counterparts within seven years. The interim final rule completely ignores the upward mobility of immigrants, denying immigrants future opportunities and stalling our nation’s progress. Attributing a negative factor to children, because they are not old enough to work, is particularly inconsistent with the legal requirement for public charge to be a forward looking determination.

Research also shows that access to a lawful immigration status and citizenship can help lift families out of poverty and create economic prosperity for immigrants and their children. Lawful status and citizenship can help parents secure better paying jobs, pulling families out of poverty, and reduces the stress associated with living without legal status. These benefits are passed down to children—especially when parents are able to obtain legal status early in their child’s life—leading to better educational and workforce outcomes when their children reach adulthood.

   ii. The Rule Fails to Consider the Positive Long-Term Effects of Receipt of Health, Nutrition and Housing Programs

Case law regarding public charge includes numerous examples where even decades-long past receipt of cash benefits did not result in a public charge finding because of the “totality of circumstances” test was used in the applicant’s favor, including showing changes in employment history and other life circumstances. The interim final rule ignores the fact that public programs are often used as work supports which contribute to the long-term self-sufficiency the Department purports to promote.

By statute, the public charge test is required to be prospective -- to look at the likelihood of future use of benefits. However, by heavily weighing previous receipt of public benefits and providing no heavily weighted prospective factors, this is to all extents and purposes what DOS is proposing to do.

Numerous studies point to the positive long-term effects of receipt of health, nutrition and housing programs. These studies are further discussed in the sections below. The interim final rule ignores the fact that public programs are often used as work supports which empower future self-sufficiency. Using benefits can help individuals and their family members become healthier, stronger, and more employable in the future. Receipt of benefits that cure a significant medical issue or provide an individual with the opportunity to complete their education can be highly significant positive factors that contribute to future economic self-sufficiency.

   g. The Rule Is Inconsistent with Congressional Intent as Expressed Through Other Laws

---

i. **The Treatment of Disability as Purely a Burden Is Inconsistent with Modern Understanding of Disability**

The interim final rule reflects a harmful, outdated and inaccurate prejudice that people with disabilities are not contributors to society – a perspective that Congress has explicitly rejected in multiple statutes, including the Americans with Disabilities Act. Under the proposal, the Department will consider a wide range of medical conditions, many of which constitute disabilities, as well as the existence of disability itself, in determining whether an immigrant is likely to become a public charge. At 84 FR 50004, the Department says that in order for an immigrant visa applicant with a chronic health condition to be admitted, they would need to show that he or she has the means to pay for long-term care. Although DHS states that health conditions will not be the sole factor, in that determination, the Department fails to offer any accommodation for individuals with disabilities and instead echoes the types of bias and “archaic attitudes” about disabilities that the Rehabilitation Act was meant to overcome.\(^{50}\) By treating immigrants with disabilities as public charges, the interim final rule would reinforce prejudice and negative attitudes towards all people with disabilities, viewing them as burdens on society. This punitive and prejudicial approach would reverse decades of disability discrimination law and add to the stigma and discrimination experienced by all individuals who have a disability.

ii. **English Proficiency as A Factor in The Public Charge Test Is A Fundamental Change from Our Historic Commitment to Welcoming and Integrating Immigrants and Stands In Stark Contrast With Civil Rights Laws**

The language requirement in the interim final rule stands in stark contrast to Federal Civil Rights Laws prohibiting discrimination on the basis of English proficiency. This is not a country with a national language. There is no law that allows the government to give preference to those who speak English over those who are limited English proficient (LEP). In contrast to this proposal, there are clear federal civil rights laws protecting LEP persons from discrimination on the basis of English proficiency. Title VI, 42 U.S.C. § 2000d of the Civil Rights Act prohibits discrimination on the basis of English proficiency. Title VII, 42 U.S.C. § 2000e of the Civil Rights Act prohibits discrimination in employment on the basis of race, color, national origin, sex, or religion. The Supreme Court has held that discrimination on the basis of language or English proficiency is a form of national origin discrimination. Executive Order 13166 provides that all persons who are Limited English Proficient (LEP) should have meaningful access to federally conducted and federally funded programs and activities and directs federal agencies to ensure they are in compliance.

The English proficiency proposal is not supported by the statute or the agency’s Justification. The public charge statute does not include English proficiency as a factor to be considered in an individual’s assessment and instead refers only to “education and skills,” among other factors. The agency offers a limited number of justifications for its proposal to add English proficiency to the list of factors, all of which are without merit. For example, the agency states that those who cannot “speak English may be unable to obtain employment in areas where only English is spoken.” There is a significant difference between English proficiency and having no ability to speak the language, which the agency appears to conflate here. Many individuals who have limited English proficiency are able to serve important employment roles. Second, the U.S. is a deeply multilingual country, where 63 million people speak a language other than English at home. In fact, there are at least 60 counties in the United States where over 50 percent of the population speaks a language other than English including some of the most heavily

---

In 2016, approximately 49 percent (21.3 million) of the 43.4 million immigrants ages 5 and older were LEP. There are a myriad of areas where a person who speaks a language other than English can meaningfully contribute to the workforce and to civic society.

In fact, on February 1, 2019, the Social Security Administration (SSA) published a notice of proposed rulemaking proposing to remove “inability to communicate in English” as a criterion for use in evaluating a disability claim. In that NPRM, SSA states “since we adopted these rules, the U.S. workforce has become more linguistically diverse and work opportunities have expanded for individuals who lack English proficiency. Further, our current rules treat English language proficiency as a relevant vocational factor even when claimants live in countries outside the U.S. or in U.S. territories where English is not a dominant language, leading to disparate results based on the location of the claimants.” The NPRM also cites data on the employability of workers with limited English proficiency. The contradictory arguments in these two rules strongly suggests that this rule is not evidence based, but rather driven by a goal of creating barriers to entry for non English speaking immigrants.

h. Public Charge Is A Concept Historically Rooted in Discrimination, And the Department’s Proposal Appears to Be Driven by The Administration’s Racial Animus And Desire To Restrict Immigration From Certain Countries

The history of public charge is steeped in a deep-rooted prejudice against those who comprise a racial, ethnic, or social underclass. The first public charge laws in this country were adopted by the states. For example, New York State passed a law in 1847 that prohibited the landing of “any lunatic, idiot, deaf and dumb, blind or infirm persons, not members of emigrating families, and who . . . are likely to become permanently a public charge.” The motivation for these laws derived from both financial concerns and cultural prejudice against the Catholic Irish who often arrived in the United States without the financial resources to support themselves. The first federal statute precluding the admission of immigrants based on potential public charge was passed by the 47th
Congress and signed into law on August 3, 1882, three months after it had passed the Chinese Exclusion Act. After the establishment of immigration quotas based on national origin in the 1920s, the public charge provision was used to exclude European Jews seeking to escape Nazi genocide.

Today’s proposal targets individuals who come from less developed countries, possess modest skills and education, lack English proficiency, and seek primarily low-wage positions in the economy. Donald Trump has expressed his support for dramatic changes to family-based immigration, particularly when the immigrants come from certain countries. Since the start of his Presidential bid, Trump has made numerous and frequent statements that explicitly express hostility to immigrants from Latin America, Africa, and the Middle Eastern countries where the majority of people are not white and have low incomes, which are directly relevant to understanding the administration’s motivations. Examples include:

- During his first campaign speech, Trump said: “When Mexico sends its people, they’re not sending their best. They’re sending people that have lots of problems. They’re bringing drugs. They’re bringing crime. They’re rapists.”
- In a July 2015 Statement, Trump released a statement against Mexican immigrants, saying: “What can be simpler or more accurately stated? The Mexican Government is forcing their most unwanted people into the United States. They are, in many cases, criminals, drug dealers, rapists, etc.”
- In December 2015, Trump called for a “a total and complete shutdown of Muslims entering the United States,” including refusing to readmit Muslim-American citizens who were outside of the country at the time.
- On June 2, 2016, President Trump told the Wall Street Journal that a federal judge hearing a case about Trump University was biased because of the judge’s Mexican heritage.
- On January 26, 2017, less than a week after taking office, President Trump issued the first of three executive orders banning people from predominantly Muslim countries from entering or reentering the United States. The ban currently affects millions of people, including hundreds of thousands of U.S citizens and permanent residents, who are prevented from reuniting with family members who live in the designated countries.
- In June 2017, Trump said 15,000 recent immigrants from Haiti “all have AIDS” and that 40,000 Nigerians, once seeing the United States, would never “go back to their huts” in Africa.

---

On July 26, 2017, President Trump expressed his support for the RAISE Act and promised “to create a new immigration system for America. Instead of today’s low-skill system, just a terrible system where anybody comes in.” However, this bill only received support from three Senators, and was never even heard in committee.

On January 11, 2018 President Trump complained about “these people from shithole countries” coming to the United States and added that the United States should accept more immigrants from countries like Norway.

On May 16, 2018, President Trump commented that “[w]e have people coming into the country, or trying to come in . . . You wouldn't believe how bad these people are. These aren't people, these are animals . . . ”

On October 19, 2018, in response to a question on migrants fleeing violence and grinding poverty in Guatemala, El Salvador and Honduras, the president had these comments: “These are tough, tough people, and I don’t want them, and neither does our country.”

In a rally in Arizona on October 20, 2018 as well as at other campaign stops, President Trump repeated his claim that immigrants from Latin America are “bad hombres.”

On October 29, 2018 as thousands of Central American migrants made their way to our southern border to seek asylum, Trump tweeted, in part, “This is an invasion of our Country and our Military is waiting for you!”

In August 2019, Ken Cuccinelli, the acting director of U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services, twisted the words of the famous Emma Lazarus poem and said “give me your tired and your poor who can stand on their own two feet and who will not become a public charge.” In a subsequent interview, Cuccinelli went a step further, saying the poem referred to “people coming from Europe.”

In addition to expressing hostility towards immigrants and people of color, President Trump has frequently displayed friendliness with proud racists and white nationalists. For example, he called some of those who marched alongside white supremacists in Charlottesville, Va., last August “very fine people.” After David Duke, the former leader of the Ku Klux Klan, endorsed him, Trump was reluctant to disavow Duke even when asked directly

on television. Trump endorsed and campaigned for Roy Moore, the Alabama Senate candidate who spoke positively about slavery. Trump also pardoned – and praised – Joe Arpaio, the Arizona sheriff sanctioned for racially profiling Latinos and for keeping immigrants in brutal prison conditions.

It is clear that the interim final rule will have a disproportionate impact on people of color. While people of color account for approximately 36% of the total U.S. population, of the 25.9 million people potentially chilled from seeking services by the rule, approximately 90% are people from communities of color (23.2 million). Among people of color potentially chilled by the rule, an estimated 70% are Latino (18.3 million), 12% are Asian American and Pacific Islander (3.2 million), and 7% are Black people (1.8 million).

The disproportionate impact on communities of color provides additional evidence of the radical effect this rule would have in reshaping the country’s population. Not only would it cause disproportionate harm among people of color with unmet health and nutrition needs, it would dramatically reduce the diversity of immigrants entering the US and obtaining green cards, reshaping the demographics of this country for decades to come. According to analysis by the Migration Policy Institute, the rule would likely cause a significant shift in the origins of immigrants seeking visas and green cards, away from Mexico and Central America and towards Europe. This trend would not only reduce the diversity of immigration to the United States, it would disproportionately increase family separation among immigrants of color – and US citizens - already residing in the US.

- Impact on Latino Immigrants

The changes would significantly harm our nation’s Latino community and future. Today, the U.S. Hispanic population stands at more than 55 million and approximately one in four (23%) Latinos are non-citizens. And by 2050, it is projected that nearly one-third of the U.S. workforce will be Latino. Among Latino children, who account for a quarter of all U.S. children, the majority (52%) have at least one immigrant parent.

---


76 2012-2016 5-Year American Community Survey Public Use Microdata Sample (ACS/PUMS); 20122016 5-Year American Community Survey (ACS) estimates accessed via American FactFinder; Missouri Census Data Center (MCDC) MABLE PUMA-County Crosswalk. Custom Tabulation by Manatt health, 9/30/2018. Found online at https://www.manatt.com/Insights/Articles/2018/Public-Charge-Rule-Potentially-Chilled-Population.


Based on analysis by Manatt Health, the rule would have a significant impact on a large share of the Latino community. Of the approximately 25.9 million people potentially impacted by the rule, an estimated 18.3 million Latinos would be potentially chilled by the public charge rule, accounting for an estimated 33% of the entire U.S. Latino population and an estimated 71% of the total potentially impacted population.\(^8\) For progress to continue in the Latino community and our nation, immigrants should have an opportunity to support the resilience and upward mobility of their families. The changes fail in this respect as Latino families would chill the use of support programs that help families put food on the table, access health care, and afford a roof over their heads because of fear of immigration consequences.

- **Impact on Asian American and Pacific Islander Immigrants**

The interim final rule would have a dramatic impact on Asian American and Pacific Islander families. Asian Americans and Pacific Islanders are among the fastest growing populations in the U.S.,\(^8\) in large part to changes in U.S. immigration law in the 1960s that finally repealed restrictions on Asian immigration dating back to the Chinese Exclusion Act of 1882. Ironically, the original “public charge” exclusion was enacted in that same year, seeking to restrict Irish immigrants fleeing the potato famine.\(^8\)

In recent years, three out of every ten individuals obtaining permanent residence status are from Asia and Pacific Island nations.\(^8\) Forty percent of the millions of individuals and families waiting in long backlogs for family-based immigration are from Asia and Pacific Island nations.\(^8\) All of these potential new Americans would be scrutinized under the new rule and many would be deterred from participation in programs that they are eligible for and need to improve their health and well-being and the health and well-being of their families. While there is no evidence that the utilization of any government programs by Asian Americans and Pacific Islanders is higher than other populations, the interim final rule would deter many of these individuals and families from continuing to participate in programs such as Medicaid, SNAP, and government-assisted housing. Progress made since the passage of the ACA, that had partially equalized the disparities in uninsured rates between Whites and Asian Americans and Pacific Islanders through the expansion of Medicaid and establishment of health insurance marketplaces, could easily be wiped out.\(^8\) Subgroups that are particularly at risk of poverty, such as Marshallese (41% poverty rate), Burmese (38%), Hmong (26.1%) and Tongans (22.1%), would be particularly likely to be being

---


\(^8\) Department of State, Annual Report of Immigrant Visa Applicants (2017), [https://travel.state.gov/content/dam/visas/Statistics/Immigrant-Statistics/WaitingList/WaitingListItem_2017.pdf](https://travel.state.gov/content/dam/visas/Statistics/Immigrant-Statistics/WaitingList/WaitingListItem_2017.pdf)

forced to choose between access to health and nutrition and their ability to keep their family united.\textsuperscript{87}

- \textit{Impact on Black Immigrants}

The interim final rule would have a chilling effect on an estimated 1.8 million Black immigrants and their families. Nearly one in ten (7%) of all the people affected by the interim final rule, or one in twenty Black people in the U.S. (4%) would be potentially affected by the rule.\textsuperscript{88} Although there are fewer total Black immigrants than Latinos or Asian Pacific Islanders, Black immigrants made up nearly one-quarter of people who became lawful permanent residents in one year.\textsuperscript{89} In the aftermath of the 1996 PRWORA, cuts to public benefits had lasting and devastating repercussions on Black people, including Black immigrants.\textsuperscript{90} In the decade after these laws passed, extreme poverty doubled to 1.5 million.\textsuperscript{91} The interim final rule would have a similarly chilling effect on Black immigrants and their families. In addition, like all Black people in America, Black immigrants face employment discrimination. This means that, Black immigrant women and men also earn considerably lower wages than U.S.-born non-Hispanic white women and men.\textsuperscript{92} This makes it more likely that they or their families would benefit from programs that support work by helping them access health care, nutritious food, and stable housing.

\section*{II. THE INTERIM FINAL RULE WOULD HARM A FAR LARGER POPULATION AND FAR MORE SERIOUSLY THAN THE RULE ACKNOWLEDGES, POTENTIALLY TENS OF MILLIONS OF PEOPLE}

The interim final rule, if implemented, would cause widespread harm by deterring a large number of people from receiving critical public supports. Although many immigrants and members of mixed-status families are not subject to the public charge determination, there is compelling historical evidence that the “chilling effect” will impact a much broader population than those who are directly subject to the determination. Moreover, just the threats of rule changes from DHS and DOS, combined with fears about immigration enforcement, have already had an impact on program participation.

Similarly, there is an extensive research literature that proves the benefits of these core basic needs programs for recipients, their children, and society as a whole. This rule would worsen health, nutrition, and self-sufficiency.

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{87} American Community Survey 2015 Five Year Estimates, table DP03, U.S. Census Bureau, https://factfinder.census.gov/faces/tableservices/jsf/pages/productview.xhtml?src=bkmk.
\end{itemize}
The Department nods to the possibility of these negative effects but fails to quantify them or take them seriously. The Department therefore vastly underestimates the negative impacts of the rule, failing to accurately assess the likely chilling effect on families and individuals, the downstream economic effects, and other costs. Later sections of these comments go into far greater detail on the research showing the harm to specific populations and organizations.

a. The Rule Would Potentially Deter as Many As 26 Million People in The United States from Accessing Critical Supports

The interim final rule would create a chilling effect -- making individuals afraid to access programs and undermining access to critical health, food, and other supports for eligible immigrants and their families. Among the most harmed by the interim final rule are children, including U.S. citizen children, who would likely decrease participation in support programs, despite remaining eligible. It is important to note that immigrants and their children have historically faced unique barriers to accessing critical public benefits, including lack of transportation, language barriers, confusion regarding immigrant eligibility rules, and concerns related to becoming a public charge. Research shows that these barriers have already impacted participation rates and that increased immigration enforcement and other anti-immigrant policies further deter immigrants from seeking out benefits that they and/or their children are eligible for.\(^\text{93}\)

Previous research that studied use of benefits by immigrant and mixed status families after the eligibility changes in the 1990s showed decreased enrollment in Medicaid and CHIP even among those who remained eligible.\(^\text{94}\)
Based on this research, social scientists project that immigrants' use of health, nutrition, and social services could decline significantly if public charge rule changes are implemented.\(^\text{95}\)

For estimates of potential changes in coverage due to public charge policies, researchers present several scenarios using different disenrollment rates. Using this 25% disenrollment rate as a midrange target, researchers assume a range of disenrollment rates from a low of 15% to a high of 35%. Moreover, it is worth noting that the worst thing that could happen to someone who was ineligible under the 1996 rules who applied for benefits is that they would have their application rejected. By contrast, under the interim final rule, applying for benefits could have permanent negative effects on immigration status.

Approximately 25.9 million people would be potentially chilled by the public charge rule, accounting for an estimated 8% of the U.S. population. This number represents individuals and family members with at least one non-citizen in the household and who live in households with earned incomes under 250% of the federal poverty level. Of these 25.9 million people, approximately 9.2 million are children under 18 years of age who are family members of at least one noncitizen or are noncitizen themselves, representing approximately 13% of our nation's child population.\(^\text{96}\)


\(^{94}\) Kaushal, Welfare Reform and Health Insurance of Immigrants; Kandula, The Unintended Impact of Welfare Reform on the; Benson Gold, Immigrants and Medicaid After Welfare Reform.


\(^{96}\) Manatt Health, 2012-2016 5-Year American Community Survey Public Use Microdata Sample.
A large share of the people potentially chilled by the public charge rule reside in five states — California, Florida, Illinois, New York, and Texas — that account for approximately 61% of the total impacted population (15.9 million). Among children potentially chilled, California and Texas account for more than 40% of all children potentially chilled by the rule (3.9 million). Families in other regions of the United States, like those in the Midwest and Northeast, will also be among those potentially impacted. Altogether, approximately 2.8 million Midwesterners and 4.1 million Northeasterners may be potentially chilled by the interim final rule.  

According to the Kaiser Family Foundation, an estimated 2.1 million to 4.9 million Medicaid/CHIP enrollees could disenroll, if the interim final rule leads to disenrollment rates between 15 percent and 35 percent. Further, a study published in July 2019 in JAMA Pediatrics describes the estimated impact of the rule on children who need care. Researchers found that 8.3 million children who are enrolled in Medicaid or SNAP are at risk of losing health and nutrition benefits under the rule, 5.5 million of whom have specific medical needs. Between 0.8 and 1.9 million children with medical needs, including children with asthma, epilepsy, cancer, and disabilities, could be disenrolled from these benefits. If left untreated, the estimated disenrollment may contribute to child deaths and future disability. Also, in an article published in February 2019 in the official journal of the American Sociological Association, researchers describe the potential child poverty impact of the rule. Under a scenario in which 35 percent of noncitizens withdraw from SNAP for their household out of immigration related fears, the child poverty rate would increase by approximately 1.7 percent. This increase in the child poverty rate translates to about 200,000 children being pushed into poverty. In California alone, the Children’s Partnership estimates that between 269,000 to 628,000 children would lose Medicaid/CHIP coverage and 113,000 to 311,000 children would lose food assistance, despite remaining eligible, if the interim final rule is finalized.

b. Families are already afraid to access basic needs programs and this proposal will exacerbate those fears

Additionally, the current political climate, with efforts to reduce legal immigration for the first time in decades and increased arrests and deportations, fear of immigration consequences of using public benefits could be even greater. Research conducted in 2017, 2018, and 2019 confirms anti-immigrant federal policy and rhetoric is already creating barriers in access to health and nutrition programs for people in immigrant families, who have already historically faced significant barriers in accessing public benefit programs.

In a 2018 survey, Urban Institute researchers found that about one in seven adults in immigrant families (14%) reported “chilling effects,” in which the respondent or a family member did not participate in a noncash
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government benefit program in 2018 for fear of risking future green card status. Additional evidence of chilling effects has also been documented in New York and California. Between January 2018 and January 2019, New York City found that the number of eligible non-citizen New Yorkers who received SNAP declined at a much greater rate (-10.9%) than U.S. citizen New Yorkers (-2.8%). Reinforced by anecdotal and survey evidence, New York City suggests that this change is attributed to the chilling effect of public charge proposals. In California, the state’s health care insurance exchange, Covered California, reported a greater decrease in new enrollments among non-English speaking groups than among those for whom English was the preferred spoken language. In particular, the number of Mandarin speakers dropped 28 percent, Spanish speakers dropped 29 percent, and Korean speakers dropped 46 percent. By comparison, the number of English speakers dropped 22 percent. Covered California believes that this is likely due to the threat of public charge, which received extensive coverage in ethnic media.

Health and nutrition service providers have also noticed an increase in canceled appointments and requests to disenroll from means-tested programs in 2017. In an April 2019 study, pediatricians and public health researchers participating in Children’s HealthWatch describe trends in SNAP participation among immigrant families of U.S. born children. Despite no change in household employment status, SNAP participation among families with recently arrived immigrant mothers and their U.S.-born children declined between 2017 and 2018. SNAP decreases occurred concurrently with rising child food insecurity for this group. Researchers also found that early childhood education programs reported drops in attendance and applications as well as reduced participation from immigrant parents in classrooms and at events, along with an uptick in missed appointments at health clinics. Another recent study found that immigrant families -- including those who are lawfully present -- are experiencing resounding levels of fear and uncertainty across all background and locations. In a 2018 survey of health care providers in California, more than two-thirds (67 percent) noted an increase in parents’ concerns about enrolling their children in Medi-Cal (California’s Medicaid program), WIC and CalFresh (California’s SNAP program), and nearly half (42 percent) reported an increase in skipped scheduled health care appointments.
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More recently, the Kaiser Family Foundation documented that nearly half (47%) of community health centers report that many or some immigrant patients declined to enroll themselves in Medicaid in the past year, and nearly a third (32%) of centers say that some patients dropped or decided not to renew such coverage.\textsuperscript{110}

CLASP documented the climate of fear in immigrant communities around the country firsthand in our report, \textit{Our Children’s Fear: Immigration Policy’s Effects on Young Children}, based on focus groups and interviews conducted last year. Among our findings, we heard that immigrant families are increasingly wary of utilizing government services, including for their US citizen children. For example:

- A home visitor in North Carolina said, “We’ve seen a major reluctance to enroll or re-enroll in public benefits. Moms are afraid to sign back up for Medicaid, food stamps, and other [governmental] services.”
- Early education programs reported drops in attendance, fewer applications, trouble filling available spaces, and lower parent participation in the classroom and events.\textsuperscript{111}

Many of the service providers and parents we spoke to told us that immigrant families hesitate to access public benefits and government services out of fear that it will impact their immigration status in the future. If implemented, the interim final rule will legitimize those fears, thereby increasing poverty, hunger, ill health and unstable housing by discouraging enrollment in programs that support basic needs.

For these reasons, researchers from the Kaiser Family Foundation suggest that their analysis based on historical data may underestimate the impact the rule would have on participation in Medicaid/CHIP.\textsuperscript{112} Researchers from the Migration Policy Institute land a similar conclusion – usage of public assistance programs could fall even more sharply than the observations from the 1990s. In discussing the extent of the rule’s chilling effect, Migration Policy Institute researchers write, “In the current political climate, with sharper rhetoric about the value of immigration, efforts to reduce legal immigration for the first time in decades, and ramped-up arrests and deportation, fear of the immigration consequences of using public benefits could be even greater.”\textsuperscript{113} This suggests that the projected impacts based on 1990s data are conservative estimates of the potential impact of the rule on benefit usage.

c. Access to Health, Nutrition, And Other Key Supports for Working Families Has Positive Effects on Individuals’ Long-Run Economic and Educational Attainment, Which in Turn Contribute to Self-Sufficiency

There is extensive evidence of how participation in basic needs programs positively influence children’s and


\textsuperscript{113}Batalova, Chilling Effects: The Expected Public Charge Rule and Its Impact on Legal Immigrant Families’ Public Benefits Use.
SNAP. Children of immigrants who participate in the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP, formerly food stamps) are more likely to be in good or excellent health, be food secure, and reside in stable housing. Compared to children in immigrant families without SNAP, families with children who participate in the program have more resources to afford medical care and prescription medications.\(^{114}\) An additional year of SNAP eligibility for young children with immigrant parents is associated with significant health benefits in later childhood and adolescence.\(^{115}\)

Another study examined whether increasing the family’s economic resources when a child is in utero and during childhood improves later life health and economic outcomes. Using data from the Panel Study of Income Dynamics to link family background and county of residence with adult health and economic outcomes, the researchers found that access to food assistance leads to a significant reduction in the incidence of metabolic syndrome and, for women, an increase in economic self-sufficiency.\(^{116}\)

Conversely, children living in food insecure households are more likely to suffer from poor health and frequent illness and to be hospitalized more frequently.\(^{117}\) Specifically, child food insecurity is associated with chronic diseases and health conditions, including asthma, behavioral and social-emotional problems (e.g., hyperactivity), birth defects, mental health problems (such as depression and anxiety), frequent colds and stomachaches, and oral care problems.\(^{118}\) Not having enough to eat also affects children’s ability to perform in school. Food insecurity


is associated with lower scores on reading and math assessments and a greater likelihood of grade retention. Among seniors with low-incomes, receipt of SNAP is associated with reduced hospitalization costs.

**Medicaid.** Overall, there is an extensive and strong research literature that shows, as a recent New England Journal of Medicine review concludes “Insurance coverage increases access to care and improves a wide range of health outcomes.”

Children in immigrant families with health insurance coverage are more likely to have a usual source of care and receive regular health care visits, and are less likely to have unmet care needs. Low-income children with Medicaid use well-child and dental health services compared to similar children with private insurance. Duration of insurance coverage matters greatly: children who are insured consistently throughout a given year are far more likely to receive necessary health care services than those whose coverage is volatile.

Insurance coverage in childhood promotes positive development and good health, which in turn enable better health, educational, and employment outcomes later in life. Individuals exposed to Medicaid during early childhood have better composite health scores, lower incidences of high blood pressure, lower rates of obesity, fewer emergency room visits, and reduced hospitalizations as adults. Similarly, childhood Medicaid eligibility is
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associated with high school graduation rates, college attendance, and higher incomes in adulthood.\textsuperscript{126} Another study using data from the IRS to measure long-term impacts of childhood Medicaid expansion on outcomes in adulthood, found that greater Medicaid eligibility increases college enrollment, lowers mortality, and increases the amount individuals pay in taxes.\textsuperscript{127}

Conversely, children who are uninsured or inconsistently insured often face difficulty obtaining the health care services necessary to prevent illnesses and treat medical conditions when they arise. Therefore, they are more likely to have unmet care needs, to delay medical care, and to need but not receive mental health services than their peers with private or public health insurance.\textsuperscript{128} Uninsured children are also far more likely to utilize emergency care.\textsuperscript{129} Lack of insurance can be a matter of life or death: One analysis found that uninsured children were 3.32 times more likely to die as a result of traumatic injury compared to children with commercial (non-public) insurance, even after controlling for other factors.\textsuperscript{130}

**Housing assistance.** Eviction due to inability to afford rent often leads to residential instability, moving into poor quality housing, overcrowding, and homelessness, all of which are associated with negative health among adults and children. Even just the threat of eviction can lead to high blood pressure, depression, anxiety, and psychological distress.\textsuperscript{131} Research also shows that children whose families take up a housing voucher to move to a lower-poverty neighborhood when they are less than 13 years of age have significantly higher college attendance rates and an annual income that is 31 percent higher, on average.\textsuperscript{132}

Children whose families receive housing assistance are more likely to have a healthy weight and to rate higher on
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measures of well-being—especially when housing assistance is accompanied by food assistance.\textsuperscript{133} Without housing assistance, children are more likely to live in overcrowded conditions, become homeless, and move frequently.\textsuperscript{134} They are also more likely to remain in high-poverty neighborhoods, which is associated with poor health and educational outcomes.\textsuperscript{135} Research demonstrates that when housing subsidies are permanent, reliable, and consistent, they are more likely to have positive impacts on children’s behavior, access to health care, and food security.\textsuperscript{136}

Various forms of housing instability have adverse outcomes on child development, including poor health and developmental risk.\textsuperscript{137} Mothers who experience homelessness or frequent moves while pregnant are more likely to have preterm deliveries and babies with low birth weights.\textsuperscript{138} Children in poverty who move frequently during early childhood have higher rates of attention difficulties and behavior problems.\textsuperscript{139} Housing instability in childhood is also associated with poor health and more hospitalizations over the course of a child’s life.\textsuperscript{140} Housing instability is directly correlated to decreases in student retention rates and contributes to homeless students' high suspension rates, school turnover, truancy, and expulsions, limiting students’ opportunity to obtain the education they need to succeed later in life.\textsuperscript{141}

**Income.** Using data from seven random-assignment studies conducted by MDRC that collectively evaluated 10 welfare and antipoverty programs in 11 sites, the researchers found that a $1,000 increase in annual income sustained for between 2- and 5-years boosts child achievement in school and standardized test scores by 6% of a


standard deviation.\textsuperscript{142}

Taken together, this and other research on access to health,\textsuperscript{143} nutrition,\textsuperscript{144} and housing\textsuperscript{145} assistance shows the strong, positive, and long-run effects on children and individual’s health, educational, and economic attainment.

d. The Department Fails to Adequately Evaluate the Impacts of the Rule

The interim final rule will have negative consequences for individuals, families, communities, health care providers, state and local governments and businesses. However, the Department fails to adequately evaluate the impacts of the interim rule, including in its discussion of regulatory findings starting at 84 FR 55011. The discussion of the rule does not acknowledge considerable impacts to individuals and families, state and local economies, as well as specific sectors of the economy in their analysis. Because the Department does not provide a rigorous qualitative discussion or reliable quantitative estimates of the rule’s impact, the Department makes impossible for the public to understand and comment on the justification of the rule or its effects.

The Office of Management and Budget has published a primer that summarizes what is involved in a cost-benefit analysis as required under Executive Order 13563, Executive Order 12866, and OMB Circular A-4.\textsuperscript{146} This primer states that agencies must produce:

"an estimate of the benefits and costs —both quantitative and qualitative—of the proposed regulatory action and its alternatives: After identifying a set of potential regulatory approaches, the agency should conduct a benefit-cost analysis that estimates the benefits and costs associated with each alternative approach. The benefits and costs should be quantified and monetized to the extent possible, and

presented in both physical units (e.g., number of illnesses avoided) and monetary terms. When quantification of a particular benefit or cost is not possible, it should be described qualitatively. The analysis of these alternatives may also consider, where relevant and appropriate, values such as equity, human dignity, fairness, potential distributive impacts, privacy, and personal freedom. The agency’s analysis should be based on the best available scientific, technical, and economic information. To achieve this goal, the agency should generally rely on peer-reviewed literature, wherever available, and provide the source for all original information. In cases of particular complexity or novelty, the agency should consider subjecting its analytic models to peer review. In cases in which there is no reliable data or research on relevant issues, the agency should consider developing the necessary data and research."

DOS has completely failed to meet this regulatory standard. This section sets out key examples of the inadequacies of the Department’s evaluation of the rule.

- **Chilling Effect**

The Department fails to account for the chilling effect of the rule. The Department estimates 12,736,034 visa applicants will be affected by this interim final rule per year. Rather than account for the chilling effect, the Department assumes that only visa applicants would be affected and that no other individuals would drop coverage, such as family members or other noncitizen families. The Department makes no attempt to quantify the extent of these harmful outcomes, let alone to quantify the cost to society. This is true even though there are rigorous studies that have assessed the cost of many of these outcomes. For example, research has found that greater Medicaid eligibility increases college enrollment, lowers mortality, and increases the amount individuals pay in taxes. Studies have found that every state dollar spent on prenatal care saves states between $2.57 and $3.38 in future medical costs. Similarly, spending on SNAP for seniors has been shown to reduce hospitalization costs. A meaningful cost-benefit analysis would include a comprehensive review of the literature in order to create upper and lower bounds for plausible estimates of the impacts of the rule.

Similarly, the Department fails to take into account economic impacts of the rule to states. As described in more detail in section IV, there are considerable economic and fiscal losses associated with the rule. The Fiscal Policy Institute estimates $17.5 billion in loss of health care and food supports, $33.8 billion in potential economic ripple effects of this lost spending, and 230,000 in potential jobs lost because of this reduction in federal spending, under a 35 percent disenrollment scenario. The ten hardest hit states would be Arizona, California, Florida, Georgia, Illinois, Massachusetts, New Jersey, New York, Texas, and Washington, accounting for approximately three-quarters of the total losses of federal funds to individuals in states, potential economic ripple effects, and potential jobs lost, under the 35% disenrollment scenario.
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The Department’s analysis also fails to address how the rule will affect providers and key sectors within the economy. Based on analysis from Manatt Health, researchers estimate that approximately $17 billion worth of hospital payments are at risk under the public charge rule. In addition, researchers also estimate the devastating impact of the rule on community health centers. As a result of the chilling effect of the rule, community health centers could lose up to $624 million in Medicaid revenue, resulting in 538,000 fewer patients served by the reduction in capacity and a loss of 6,100 medical staff jobs. Additionally, based on independent analysis of the public charge rule’s impact on the economy in California, UCLA researchers found that key sectors would be affected by the rule using IMPLAN, an industry-standard input-output economic modeling software package. Under a 35% disenrollment scenario, researchers found that 13,200 jobs would be lost due to reduced federal support for Medicaid and 4,600 jobs lost due to reduced federal SNAP benefits. Of these more than 17,000 combined jobs lost in California, approximately 47% would be from the healthcare sector, including hospitals, doctors’ offices, and labs, approximately 10% would be from food-related industries, including food retail stores, manufacturing, and agriculture, and 4% would be from real estate, including businesses primarily engaged in renting real estate, managing real estate for others, and selling, buying, or renting real estate for others.

Further, the Department fails to consider the impact on community-based organizations. Based on interviews conducted with practitioners in Chicago, Houston, Kansas City, Los Angeles, and New York, Local Initiatives Support Corporation (LISC) observes that federal policy changes and proposals, like the interim final rule, have resulted in increased demand for the services of community-based organizations and, because of these increased demands, increased costs. The researchers found that future consequences of any changed rules related to public charge might exacerbate these financial burdens and make it even more difficult to engage with immigrant communities. Additionally, as outlined in the complaint filed by Cook County, IL and the Illinois Coalition for Immigrant and Refugee Rights (ICIRR) on the DHS final rule, ICIRR was forced to abandon planned activities and divert those resources to educating immigrant communities about the rule and ensuring that immigrant households do not unduly forgo critical services. As of September 2019, ICIRR estimates a total diversion of staff time and resources to public charge activities in the amount of $100,000, including unplanned overtime, over 50 trainings, and other community events.


• **Effects on immigration**

A study by the Migration Policy Institute gives a sense of the scale of the impact on immigration, finding that when recent green card recipients are compared to the new criteria, over two-thirds would have at least one negative factor under the rule and more than 40% would have two or more negative factors.\(^{156}\) However the Department fails to provide any estimate of the number of people who would be denied visas under the interim final rule, or any analysis of the impacts of these denials on the individuals, their families, or society as a whole.

For example, extensive research shows that parental detention and deportation harms a child’s mental and physical health, economic security, and educational outcomes.\(^{157}\) A parent’s deportation can drastically undercut the economic security of families already struggling to make ends meet, especially when that parent is the primary or sole breadwinner. One study estimates that the sudden loss of a deported parent’s income can reduce a family’s household income by 73 percent.\(^{158}\)

Overall, the Department fails to adequately assess the likely impacts of the rule. The Department’s current evaluation of the rule does not provide the necessary information to determine the justification of the rule and how the rule will affect our nation in the short and long term. Moreover, it consistently neglects to take into account the research evidence presented throughout these comments and readily available upon even a cursory examination of the literature. By focusing on the relatively minor costs involved in filling out the new form DS-5540, the Department consistently and drastically underestimates the costs, to a degree that makes it impossible to justify the rule.

Even just with regard to the paperwork, the Department’s analysis falls short, as it also fails to adequately analyze the costs to both public and private agencies who will need to help impacted families comply with the new requirements, including the costs of understanding the rule and communicating with immigrant families about the rule. At 84 FR 55011, the Department attempts to minimize the impact of the information requested by stating that “visa applicants and their representatives will already need to adjust to the new DHS Rules […] so the information requested for the purpose of enforcing the Department’s new rule substantially overlaps with the information requested by DHS.” With implementation of the DHS rule now enjoined, this justification is inaccurate and calls for a new analysis.
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III. **THE INTERIM FINAL RULE WOULD CAUSE PERMANENT HARM TO CHILDREN, WOMEN, YOUNG ADULTS, AND FAMILIES**

The rule poses significant harm to the health and wellbeing of children, women, young adults, and families. The changes in the rule undercut the foundations that children need to thrive and would dramatically alter the lives of countless families across the U.S.

Children in immigrant families comprise a large share of the child population in the U.S. As of 2016, nearly 18 million children under the age of 18 had one or more parents who were born outside of the U.S. The vast majority—88 percent—were U.S.-born citizens. Just 12 percent were immigrants themselves. Immigrant women comprise 52 percent of the U.S. immigrant population, and many are parents of U.S. citizen children. An estimated 3.6 million immigrants are between the ages of 18 and 25, 8 percent of the immigrant population and 10 percent of all young adults.

The expanded definition of public charge will lead to millions of children, women, and young adults losing access to the programs and services they need to thrive out of fear of immigration consequences. Without the programs that make food, housing, and/or health care more affordable and accessible, many families will be financially destabilized and potentially thrown into poverty. Children’s health and development will be compromised, with long-term consequences for their wellbeing into adulthood. Women may face greater barriers to accessing critical health care services—especially pregnant women, for whom affordable care is often in short supply. And young adults may be less likely to pursue the higher education and career pathway opportunities that set them on a path to success in the future.

The standards in the “totality of circumstances” determinations will also have a disproportionate impact on immigrant children, women, and parents—particularly mothers with young children. The standards favor wealth and constant employment, and disfavor characteristics overwhelmingly held by these populations, such as being a full-time caregiver, having lower income, having a large household size, having dependent children, or simply being a child. To the extent that these standards lead to more parents being denied visas, children’s lives will be further destabilized.

Finally, a very large number of children who stand to be harmed by the rule are U.S. citizens. The Department acknowledges the likely harm to them in its cost estimates but vastly underestimates the damage imposed by less access to health, nutrition, and other support programs; by parents’ and families’ stress and poverty; and by the effects of denial of long-term permanent residence to a parent. The consequence of the rule would be to create a second-class of U.S.-born children who are treated less favorably than other citizen children and denied an opportunity to reach their potential solely because of their parents’ nativity and economic status.

---
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a. The Expanded Definition of Public Charge Will Deter Families from Using Public Assistance Programs That Promote Their Health and Economic Security

The rule changes the definition of who may be deemed a public charge and, as a result, denied entrance to the United States. Section 40.41 lays out the Department’s definition of “public charge” (which is identical to the definition in the DHS rule), allowing government officials to consider an applicant’s use of benefits beyond the existing standards of cash assistance and long-term institutional care to include Medicaid, the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP) and housing assistance. This change would likely lead individuals to withdraw or disenroll from benefit programs that support their health, wellbeing, and financial security.

i. Children Will Face Increased Familial Stress and Hardship and Lose Access to The Programs That Keep Them Healthy, Fed, and Housed

Like all children, children in immigrant families do best when they have a safe place to live and enough food to eat; when their family’s income is stable; and when their parents and caregivers are mentally and physically healthy and able to care for them. Yet the changes to “public charge” provisions in immigration law undercut these very foundations that children need to thrive and dramatically alter the lives of countless families across the U.S.

The Interim Final DOS rule, like the DHS rule, would consider the receipt of certain benefits by the applicants, not their family members (unless those family members are also applying for a visa). However, there is no way to influence immigrant parents’ access to benefits without also affecting the health, safety, and economic security of their children. Parents’ access to these services matters greatly for their own health and wellbeing, which in turn has direct consequences on their children’s developmental trajectories. Parents’ access to public benefits is also correlated with children’s access to services as well. If parents—and therefore their children—lose access to the programs that keep them healthy, fed, and housed, their economic security will be threatened, as will their long-term health and developmental outcomes.

Parents’ health and wellbeing is inextricably linked with that of their children.

Families with low-incomes are more likely to experience substantial and persistent adversity--sometimes called toxic stress--in their day-to-day lives. Not having enough food to eat; inadequate or unstable housing; economic insecurity; child neglect or abuse; domestic violence; and parental mental health problems are examples of adverse experiences that can lead to toxic stress. Experiencing any single form of toxic stress--particularly in early childhood--can interfere with children’s healthy development, altering how they learn and their ability to manage their emotions. It can also lead to physical and mental health problems that last into adulthood.


living in poor and low-income households are at greater risk of experiencing multiple forms of hardship, which does far greater damage to their long-term development than simply adding up the effects of each individual risk factor.164

A supportive, nurturing parent-child relationship acts as a buffer against the effects of toxic stress on children, making parents’ own wellbeing an important determinant of their children’s health and development.165 In the earliest years of life, children’s interactions and relationships with their primary caregivers lay the foundation for healthy development.166 Responsive caregiving lets children know they are safe and protected. That helps them regulate stress, encourages them to explore their environments, and supports early learning.167 When parents are healthy, well, and cared for, they’re better able to provide financially for their families and support their children’s development.168 Parents who report they are in good health are more likely to have children who are in good health, too.169

Conversely, when parents face significant adversity themselves and don’t have the supports they need, their mental and physical health suffers. Among caregivers renting their homes, various forms of housing instability are associated with poor health and symptoms of maternal depression.170 Parents whose families are food insecure


also report higher rates of serious psychological distress. And parents who are uninsured face greater financial stressors--and subsequent psychological challenges--associated with affording basic medical care on top of other every day expenses.

Parents’ own stress and health challenges can impede effective caregiving and have the effect of exacerbating rather than buffering against the effects of adversity on young children, with lasting consequences for their health and development. For example, children are more likely to experience mental health and developmental challenges when their parents have a mental health condition.

Parental health is also associated with children’s educational outcomes, with adolescents being less likely to graduate from high school if their parents report “fair” or “poor” health.

*When parents lose access to public benefits, their children lose access too.*

What’s more, children are inherently dependent upon their parents for material support. Penalizing immigrant parents for using publicly funded health, nutrition, and housing programs for which they are legally eligible will likely result in children losing these services as well. Research demonstrates that the likelihood that a child is insured increases significantly when their parents are insured. And insurance coverage is associated with greater access to critical acute and preventive care, including vaccinations and well visits, for parents and children
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Programs such as housing assistance are received by a family, not an individual—if parents lose access to safe and stable housing, their children do too.

Based on the definition of public charge laid out in §212.21 of the DHS rule (which is identical to the public charge definition in the DOS rule), researchers estimate that between 2.1 million and 4.9 million Medicaid/CHIP enrollees in immigrant families—including 875,000 to 2 million citizen-children—would disenroll from health coverage despite remaining eligible. Another analysis estimates as many as 628,000 children could disenroll from public health insurance coverage in California alone, increasing the state’s child uninsurance rate from 3% to as high as 8.2%. Researchers at the Boston Medical Center found that, among eligible immigrant families who have been in the U.S. for less than five years, participation in SNAP decreased by nearly 10 percent in the first half of 2018—before the rule was even published or implemented. As described in detail above, mass disenrollment of this nature is incredibly concerning in light of what we know about how important these programs are in promoting children’s health and wellbeing.

Loss of public benefits will be detrimental to families’ economic security, with lasting impacts on children’s development.

Losing access to any one of these supports will also have a negative effect on a family’s economic circumstances and increase material hardship. For millions of families, Medicaid and SNAP are lifelines that keep them living above the poverty threshold. In fact, Medicaid has a larger effect on reducing child poverty than all non-health means-tested programs combined. Without the programs and services that make food, housing, and/or health care more affordable and accessible, many families will be financially destabilized and potentially thrown into poverty. If parents lose access to affordable housing, they may also be at risk of losing their jobs. And on top of

being less able to keep their families fed and housed, they will have fewer resources to afford other essentials, including utilities, clothing, diapers, school supplies, transportation, and prescription medications.

The chronic, unrelenting stress and instability associated with immense financial hardship has immediate and lasting consequences on children’s health and development, beginning even before a child is born. Young children with low incomes are more likely to experience obesity, asthma, developmental delays, and poor mental health. Disparities in cognitive and social-emotional skills between low- and higher-income children are evident as early as 9 months of age. By age 2, toddlers in families with low-incomes have smaller vocabularies and demonstrate poorer skills in early literacy and numeracy.

These early disadvantages persist—and in some cases worsen—over time. Children in families with low-incomes enter kindergarten up to a full year behind their higher-income peers in math and reading, and consistently score lower on measures of achievement and social-emotional skills over their academic careers. As adolescents and young adults, they have poorer mental health and are less likely to graduate from high school, to enroll in postsecondary education, and to earn a college degree. As adults, they experience greater unemployment, have lower incomes themselves, and are in poorer mental and physical health.


Children in immigrant families do not live in isolation. They live and grow up in communities where their individual success is critical to the strength of the country’s future workforce and collective economic security. We need to invest in children, rather than put their healthy development and education at risk by destabilizing their families.

ii. **Women’s Health, Employment, and Economic Success Would Be Disproportionately Harmed by The Rule**

The interim final rule would be particularly harmful to the economic security, health, and well-being of immigrant women, who make up more than half of the U.S. immigrant population. Women’s overall economic status, relative to men, is widely understood to be lower—as is their likelihood of being caregivers and living in larger households, relative to men—suggesting that the Department was aware in drafting the rule of the significant harm it would have on women. Immigrant women, especially those who are Black, Latina, and Asian American and Pacific Islander (AAPI), generally are at higher risk of economic insecurity than men because of pay disparities, discrimination, overrepresentation in low-wage work, and disproportionate responsibility for caregiving.

Across the board, women earn less than men on average. Immigrant women face an even greater wage gap compared to native-born and naturalized men: foreign-born, noncitizen women, on average, earned 58 cents for every dollar earned by native-born men in 2015. Immigrant women also earn less on average than US-born women. Women collectively comprise two-thirds of the low-wage workforce and immigrant women are overrepresented to an even greater extent in low-wage jobs. Women are also more likely than men to raise children on their own, which means that low wages often result in an even lower household income (based on the number of household members).

Given widespread economic insecurity among women working in low-wage jobs, immigrant women are more likely to use the benefits under the expanded definition of public charge than immigrant men. While immigrant women only make up a small share of public benefits recipients overall, noncitizen women predominate among...
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noncitizen recipients of income security programs. For example, in 2017, almost 47 percent of noncitizen Medicaid recipients were women (while 40 percent were men and 13 percent children).\textsuperscript{197} Almost 48 percent of noncitizen recipients of SNAP benefits were women in 2017, compared to the 40 percent who were men and the 12 percent who were children.\textsuperscript{198} If immigrants are deterred from accessing Medicaid and SNAP—as they will surely be by the rule—the result would be far greater economic insecurity among immigrant women and their families.

Moreover, the rule’s unprecedented consideration of Medicaid as part of the public charge determination poses a dire threat to the health of immigrant women. Medicaid is a critically important program for women, meeting most of women’s health needs throughout their lives. Losing, disenrolling, or avoiding Medicaid coverage would put women’s health at risk. Without affordable health coverage, women will not get the health care they need. Women who have health coverage are more likely to receive preventive care, such as breast cancer and cervical cancer screenings.\textsuperscript{199} People with health insurance also have lower mortality rates.\textsuperscript{200} When people do not have health coverage, they are more likely to forgo needed care, leading to worse health outcomes.\textsuperscript{201} Half of uninsured women reported going without health care in 2016 because of cost, compared to 25 percent of women with Medicaid and 21 percent of women with private health insurance.\textsuperscript{202} Already, immigrant women are less likely to be insured than their citizen counterparts\textsuperscript{203} and the gap widens for poor immigrant women: nearly half (48 percent) of noncitizen women of reproductive age living in poverty are uninsured, compared to 16 percent of citizen women.\textsuperscript{204} The rule would only make the situation worse, leading to worse health outcomes for immigrant women and their children.

Moreover, as a result of fear and confusion created by the rule, immigrant women may avoid health care services that are unconnected to Medicaid such as free or subsidized care at health centers. When women forgo medical


care, including preventive reproductive health care, easily treatable illnesses or medical conditions can escalate, leading to worsening of existing conditions, lengthening of illness, and even disability or death. More specifically, this rule may discourage women from obtaining prenatal care, which has ramifications not only for their health and their pregnancies, but also for birth outcomes (detailed further in the section below on pregnant women).

The rule would also undermine women’s employment and economic success. The rule ignores the positive impact of public benefits in facilitating economic self-sufficiency. There is a large body of research demonstrating positive long-term effects of receipt of many of the benefits that are included in the public charge determination, including SNAP and Medicaid. In particular, the use of these benefits often enables workers (especially those in the low-wage workforce) to remain employed. This is because it is difficult, if not impossible, for women working in such jobs to support themselves and their families on their wages alone. Thus, the rule’s counting SNAP, non-emergency Medicaid, and housing assistance against women for the purposes of their immigration status may actually make it more difficult for immigrant women to be self-sufficient.

The inclusion of Medicaid and SNAP pose particular threats to pregnant women.

The rule would create barriers to accessing care for pregnant immigrant women that could hasten the rise in maternal mortality and have serious health implications for their US citizen children. Prenatal, maternity, and newborn care is vital to monitor mothers’ own health as well as the development of their babies. Routine care during pregnancy ensures that treatable but serious complications, such as gestational diabetes and preeclampsia, are identified and treated immediately. Prenatal care services also identify any problems with fetal development and ensure that pregnant women are getting the right nutrition to promote healthy growth. Adequate prenatal care is associated with reduced incidences of low birth weight, lower rates of infant and maternal mortality, and reduced risk of avoidable maternity complications. Medicaid coverage helps to ensure that pregnant women receive health care services necessary for a healthy birth.

In addition to access to prenatal care, nutrition assistance also helps promote healthy birth outcomes. Researchers compared the long-term outcomes of individuals in different areas of the country when SNAP


expanded nationwide in the 1960s and early 1970s and found that mothers exposed to SNAP during pregnancy gave birth to fewer low-birth-weight babies.209

Although the interim final rule excludes Medicaid for pregnant women from consideration, this detail is unlikely to be widely known. Considering that the Urban Institute found evidence of chilling effects even among families where all foreign-born members are naturalized citizens and chilling effects are more likely to be reported in families with children, it’s reasonable to assume that some non-citizen pregnant women may be afraid to apply for Medicaid and/or disenroll.210 If pregnant women avoid medical care and nutrition services out of fear, the negative outcomes would extend decades into the future, diminishing their children’s opportunity to thrive in tangible and entirely preventable ways.211 Women with low-incomes are already more likely to have poorer nutrition and greater stress, which can impair fetal brain development and health during pregnancy.212 Economic stressors, combined with inadequate prenatal care for pregnant women with low-incomes, are associated with higher rates of pre-term births and infant mortality.213 A lack of adequate health care, including prenatal care, would contribute to higher rates of maternal mortality, higher rates of infant mortality, and increased risk of low-infant birth weight.214 Losing access to affordable prenatal care would be particularly dangerous for Black women, who already experience disproportionately high rates of maternal mortality at all income levels due in part to existing barriers to health care and systemic inequalities.215

Similarly, the interim final rule may also discourage women from seeking postpartum care, which is crucial to the


health and well-being of mothers, newborns, and families.\textsuperscript{216} Forgoing postpartum care could mean that women endure postpartum depression without proper medical, social, and psychological care, skip doctor’s visits that address infant feeding, nutrition, physical activity and family planning, or leave other postpartum health issues unaddressed—all of which can result in poor health outcomes.

With maternal mortality on the rise, a bipartisan group of Senators support increasing federal funding to expand access to services that can prevent maternal death.\textsuperscript{217} The interim final rule flies in the face of this effort to improve maternal and child health. What’s more, it runs counter to evidence cited in previous versions of Field Guidance on Public Charge, which included detailed accounts of pregnant women with gestational diabetes terrified of seeking care and farmworker women afraid to enroll in a state-funded perinatal case management program.\textsuperscript{218}

iii. **Young Adults Will Lose Access to Higher Education and Career Pathway Opportunities**

The increased fear and confusion generated by the rule will deter immigrant young adults from applying for federal and state-funded student financial aid programs and from applying to college altogether, which will reduce their prospects for improved economic outcomes. Research studies have shown that a postsecondary education can increase economic mobility and improve lives.\textsuperscript{219} Over a career, an average high school graduate earns at least $1.4 million; an Associate’s degree earns at least $1.8 million, and a bachelor’s degree holder earns $2.5 million; a master’s degree holder earns $2.9 million; and a PhD holder earns $3.5 million; and a professional degree earns at least $4 million.\textsuperscript{220} Furthermore, research has found that a college degree improves health status.\textsuperscript{221} Post-secondary education also improves prospects for employment; since 2008, the majority of the new jobs created in the economy are going to college-educated individuals.\textsuperscript{222}

The rule will also make it more difficult for low-income students to remain in school full-time if they are afraid to access programs that support their physical, mental and financial well-being. Health, nutrition and housing benefits help young adults to complete higher levels of education that prepare them for higher-paying jobs and to meet the needs of our nation’s employers. For example, a recent study found that food insecurity negatively


\textsuperscript{218} Note: The following report is an example of the date that was collected and shared at the time the Field Guidance was written. Claudia Schlosberg, National Health Law Program, and Dinah Wiley, National Immigration Law Center, “The Impact of INS Public Charge Determinations on Immigrant Access to Health Care,” (May 22, 1998), [https://www.montanaprobono.net/geo/search/download.67362](https://www.montanaprobono.net/geo/search/download.67362).


\textsuperscript{221} Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, *Higher Education and Income Levels: Keys to Better Health*, 2012, [https://www.cdc.gov/media/releases/2012/p0516_higher_education.html](https://www.cdc.gov/media/releases/2012/p0516_higher_education.html).

impacts first-year university students' academic performance, even after adjusting for high school academic performance and socioeconomic background.\textsuperscript{223}

To treat such benefits as a negative factor in a public charge assessment is contrary to the purpose of the public charge statute. In 2016, 710,000 immigrant young adults had Medicaid, which is 22.7\% of all immigrant young adults and 11.3\% of all young adults receiving Medicaid; and 446,000 immigrant young adults received SNAP, which is 14.5\% of all immigrant young adults.\textsuperscript{224} In addition, 45,000 immigrant young adults were in a household that received Housing Assistance.\textsuperscript{225}

By contributing to fewer individuals with post-secondary degrees, the rule undermines our nation's global competitiveness. A highly-educated workforce spurs economic growth and strengthens state and local economies.\textsuperscript{226} The chilling effect of this rule will discourage immigrant young adults from acquiring postsecondary degrees and credentials and pursuing areas of national need, including the fields of science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM). In short, the public charge proposal would weaken the STEM educational pipeline and thwart efforts to increase educational attainment levels.

Like their peers, immigrant young adults deserve an opportunity to access an affordable, postsecondary education and to contribute their knowledge, skills, and talents to our nation’s workforce and economy. Immigrant young adults also enrich the racial and cultural diversity of our nation’s college campuses. By acquiring a postsecondary education and applying their skills in the workforce, they strengthen our nation’s economy and global competitiveness.

b. The Criteria for Public Charge Inadmissibility Determinations Disproportionately Disadvantage Immigrant Children, Immigrant Women, and Parents of Young Children

Section 40.41 of the interim final rule further outlines specific standards for income, health, English language proficiency, and other factors that officials will consider during public charge determinations. These standards place significant weight upon factors that overwhelmingly disadvantage immigrant children in families with low-incomes seeking to obtain visas to enter the United States. Moreover, these standards would make it difficult for women and immigrant parents with low-incomes to obtain permanent status and achieve long-term stability for their families.

A recent analysis of recent green card holders found that the rule would disproportionately affect women and children, making it more difficult for them to pass the public charge test. Specifically, the study found that women comprised 70\% of the population of recent green card holders that were unemployed and not enrolled in school, often due to the need to stay at home with children due to the high cost of child care.\textsuperscript{227}

\textsuperscript{226} Noah Berger and Peter Fisher, \textit{A Well-Educated Workforce is Key to State Prosperity}, Economic Policy Institute, 2013, \url{https://www.epi.org/press/states-investing-education-key-economic/}.
\textsuperscript{227} Randy Capps, Mark Greenberg, Michael Fix, and Jie Zong, "Gauging the Impact of DHS’ Proposed Public-Charge Rule on U.S. Immigration,” Migration Policy Institute, November 2018, \url{https://www.migrationpolicy.org/research/impact-dhs-public-charge-rule-immigration}.
The vast majority of children in immigrant families in the U.S. are citizens, and therefore not subject to the interim final rule changes to the public charge test. However, a small number of children who would be affected—as immigrants themselves—would find their chances of being approved for a visa disproportionately harmed by the inadmissibility determination criteria laid out in the interim final rule. For example, the following factors would count negatively towards an immigrant child’s public charge determination:

- **Age:** At 84 FR 55001, DOS states that being in the 18-through-62 age range will be a positive factor, explaining that this range is “based on the ages at which people are generally able to work full-time.” Given that children under the age of 18 generally face difficulties working full-time, DOS proposes to consider being age 18 or younger a negative factor in the totality of circumstances.

- **Public benefit receipt:** While immigrant children have lower rates of access to programs like SNAP and Medicaid compared to U.S.-born children, they participate in these programs at much higher rates than immigrant adults. Essential health, nutrition and housing assistance prepares children to be productive, working adults. Counting it as a negative factor in the public charge assessment is contrary to the purpose of the public charge ground of inadmissibility and unfairly bases a child’s future potential for self-sufficiency on their use of benefits as a child which runs contrary to the research that shows that access health and nutrition assistance improve children’s educational attainment and other developmental outcomes. In fact—as described above—access to these benefits in childhood can prevent the need for benefits in the future as children will be able to grow up into healthier more productive adults.

- **Household income:** Children in immigrant families are more likely to be low-income, comprising 30 percent of low-income children in the United States, despite their parents being more likely to be employed.

The interim final rule increases the extent to which immigrant children who are subject to the public charge test may be denied visas. It is well documented that providing immigrant children with the stability of legal status, particularly before they reach adulthood, can help improve their physical and mental health as well as their educational and workforce outcomes. For example, studies on the Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals (DACA) program show that DACA has enabled immigrant youth to receive higher paying jobs than their undocumented peers, with their incomes increasing 69 percent after receiving DACA. Similarly, DACA helped beneficiaries improve their educational attainment by removing barriers to postsecondary education, with nearly half currently enrolled in school or post-secondary education, including 72 percent that are pursuing a Bachelor’s degree or higher. In addition to poorer educational and job outcomes, research also shows that children and youth who
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are not able to secure the stability of long-term lawful status before adulthood face significant mental health risks associated with the stresses of living without status.\textsuperscript{233}

\textit{Immigrant Women}

Women comprise a large share of those seeking green cards and stand to be disproportionately negatively impacted by the rule changes to the “totality of circumstances” test:

- **Income:** In 2017, approximately 27 percent of noncitizen women lived below 125 percent FPL (compared to 23 percent of noncitizen men).\textsuperscript{234} Immigrant women are overrepresented among low-wage workers: one-third of immigrant women work in the low-wage service sector, making them more likely to live in poor or low-income households despite being employed.\textsuperscript{235}
- **Household size:** More than half of all immigrant women live in a household with children, compared to 43 percent of immigrant men and 28 percent of native-born women.\textsuperscript{236}
- **Benefit use:** Immigrant women have greater rates of benefit receipt compared to other noncitizens.\textsuperscript{237}
- **Employment:** Overall, immigrant women participate in the workforce at a rate comparable to that of native-born women (56 percent versus 59 percent, respectively).\textsuperscript{238} However, immigrant mothers are much more likely to stay at home with their children: in 2012, an estimated 40 percent of immigrant mothers stayed at home, compared to 25 percent of native-born mothers.\textsuperscript{240}

A recent study by the Migration Policy Institute found that women may be more likely to be denied immigration benefits under public charge rule changes because, as compared to immigrant men, they are less likely to be employed, more likely to be primary caregivers for children and family members, more likely to live in larger households, and more likely to have lower incomes.\textsuperscript{241} In fact, among recent green card recipients, women


comprised 70 percent of those not employed nor enrolled in school. A study by the Kaiser Foundation found that among noncitizens who originally entered the United States without LPR status, women were more than twice as likely to have characteristics that the Department could potentially consider as heavily weighted negative factors in a public charge determination (59 percent of women vs. 27 percent of men).

Therefore, immigrant women are more likely to be deemed a public charge based on negative factors and thus denied visas as compared to immigrant men—a disproportionate impact clearly established by the Department’s criteria in the interim final rule. Given that women are also more likely to be the primary caregivers of children, a consequence of these rule changes could be increased economic instability—and potentially family separation—among millions of households with children (the consequences of which are detailed further below).

_Immigrant Parents with Young Children_

The public charge test, as amended by the interim final rule, would penalize immigrant parents based on the following negative factors:

- **Family size:** Having one or more child in the household counts against an individual.
- **Income:** Families with children have lower overall household incomes, particularly those with young children.
- **Public benefit use:** Families with children are more likely to receive or have received public benefits.
- **Employment:** Immigrant parents with young children face particular barriers to employment related to the cost of child care. However, the interim final rule standards lay out an expectation that immigrants with low-incomes will be constantly employed, ignoring the challenges that parents face in balancing employment with caregiving duties and the immense economic benefit of unpaid care work. As described above, a substantial share of immigrant women are stay-at-home mothers. These mothers would be penalized in a public charge determination for choosing to stay at home.

One study found that among noncitizens who originally entered the United States without LPR status, parents were nearly twice as likely to have a characteristic that could be considered a heavily weighted factor (65 percent vs. 34 percent). The increased likelihood that low-income immigrant parents will fail the public charge test means many more will be denied visas, which has negative consequences for entire families, particularly children. The inability of parents to secure permanent legal residency means they will be at risk of losing their lawful status, leaving them unable to establish long-term stability and economic mobility for themselves and their families. Research shows that lawful status helps immigrant parents secure better paying jobs and reduces the stress
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associated with exploitative working conditions and the uncertainties of living without lawful status--the benefits of which are passed down to children, leading to better short-term and long-term outcomes. One study showed that children whose parents were able to obtain lawful status under the 1986 immigration laws were able to achieve higher levels of education and higher paying jobs than those whose parents were not able to adjust status. Conversely, the inability of parents to obtain lawful permanent status under the interim final rule means that they will be at risk of falling out of lawful status and consequently becoming deportable, creating additional stress, impeding economic mobility, and reducing access to critical services--all consequences which again trickle down to their children. Children with undocumented immigrant parents face increased economic hardship and developmental challenges due to their parents’ higher levels of poverty, lower levels of education, and higher likelihood to work in low-wage, unstable jobs without paid time off. Extensive research also shows that parental detention and deportation harms a child’s mental and physical health, economic security, and educational outcomes. For example, a parent’s deportation can drastically undercut the economic security of families already struggling to make ends meet, especially when that parent is the primary or sole breadwinner. One study estimates that the sudden loss of a deported parent's income can reduce a family's household income by 73 percent. Research also shows that the fear alone of possibly losing a parent to deportation can contribute to the toxic stress experienced by children in mixed legal status families. One study found that nearly 30 percent of children with one or more undocumented parent reported being afraid nearly all or most of the time, and three-quarters of undocumented parents reported their children were experiencing symptoms of post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD).

c. The rule imposes major damage on citizen children, despite saying that they are not included.

This rule effectively creates a second class of children who are less likely to access health, nutrition and housing programs. Simply because of their parents’ nativity and economic status, millions of U.S.-born children will be denied the ability to achieve their full potential. Ultimately, the rule is internally contradictory: it claims to

exempt citizen-children, but in fact evidence shows that many provisions will be detrimental to their health and well-being, and that it is impossible to impose such a radical change in the public charge definition without affecting citizen-children.

Because the vast majority of children in immigrant families were born in the U.S., any negative outcomes that children experience as a result of the interim final rule—through loss of benefits, heightened economic insecurity and material hardship, and increased likelihood that their parents will be denied visas—will disproportionately fall on U.S. citizens. Estimates show that more than 9 million children, the majority of whom are U.S. citizens, may be negatively impacted by the public charge rule changes. Yet the Department’s analysis fails to acknowledge the many ways in which citizen-children could be adversely affected by changes.

i. Research shows that immigrant parents will withdraw their children from benefits out of fear—yet the Department completely ignores the extent of the “chilling effect” on citizen-children.

The Department does not acknowledge the chilling effect of the interim final rule on U.S. citizen children. It also fails to recognize the additional fear and stress that immigrant families are experiencing as a result of the constant anti-immigrant rhetoric being perpetuated by the Administration and numerous federal immigration policy changes, including increased immigration enforcement in the interior of the United States that has also targeted immigrant parents.

In reality, we know that entire families, including U.S. citizen children, are withdrawing from services, even services not included in the rule. Much of this chilling effect has been a result of the onslaught of anti-immigrant policy changes from the Administration, including the 2017 immigration executive order that increased immigration enforcement measures in the interior of the United States and removed enforcement priorities that provided protection for certain parents of citizen children, as well as several other categories of immigrants. As detailed above, CLASP conducted research between May and December of 2017 based on interviews with early childhood and community-based social service providers in 6 states, and providers consistently shared that parents were refusing to enroll or disenrolling in programs like SNAP, WIC, and Medicaid and refusing early intervention services.

The study was conducted during 2017, long before the DHS or DOS public charge rules were published in the federal register, demonstrating the significant chilling effect created by rumors and misinformation, including alarm associated with previously leaked versions of the DHS proposed rule. A national study by the Kaiser Family Foundation and a California-based study conducted by The Children’s Partnership and the California Immigrant Policy Center, both conducted prior to publication of the DHS and DOS rules, also found that immigrant families—including those with lawful status—were experiencing high levels of fear and anxiety leading to decreased
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enrollment and disenrollment of their children in basic health and nutrition programs. Since the publication of the DHS rule, additional research has been published on the harm of potential changes to public charge on children. For example, the Urban Institute found that adults in immigrant families living with children under age 19 were more likely to report chilling effects (17%) than adults without children in the household (9%) in 2018.

The fear and anxiety prevalent among immigrant communities is likely to continue given the ongoing uncertainty created by federal immigration policy proposals – such as this interim final rule on public charge, the 2017 immigration executive orders on immigration enforcement, removing protections for Temporary Protected Status holders and beneficiaries of the Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals (DACA) – all of which destabilize immigrant families and inhibit their ability to provide and care for their children.

Thus, the rule has long-term implications for millions of our nation’s youngest citizens, denying them vital health care, nutritious food, housing, as well as other critical services that their parents may be reluctant to enroll them in despite their being eligible. Citizen-children are eligible for a broad range of benefits specifically designed to foster their healthy development in recognition of the importance of meeting their basic needs from birth through adulthood—not only for their own healthy development, but for the health and vitality of their communities, including the children they attend child care or school with. As a result, more than half the states have adopted policies to ensure that even noncitizen children—specifically those who are lawfully present immigrants—in their state have access to government funded low-cost, high-quality health care. As discussed previously, the link between access to benefits and a child’s future health and social outcomes is well documented. Receipt of health insurance, housing assistance, and nutrition assistance during childhood is associated with better health and educational outcomes and lower rates of material hardship, with benefits into adulthood.

ii. There is a clear correlation between parents’ and children’s access to health care—and the harm done to children when their parents forego support for themselves.
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Parents’ and children’s wellbeing is inextricably linked in many ways, including their access to benefits. While health insurance coverage is not the only support at stake as a result of the public charge rule, the connection between children’s and parents’ insurance status demonstrates how difficult it is to penalize parents without imposing harm on citizen-children.

Research focused on Medicaid expansion consistently shows that children are more likely to have insurance coverage when their parents are also insured, and that parents’ own receipt of health care services often dictates that of their children. While citizen-children in immigrant families generally have lower rates of coverage compared to children with parents who are U.S.-born, this gap has been closing in recent years. Between 2008 and 2016, various policy changes prioritized investments toward outreach and enrollment for immigrant families, contributing to a significant increase in Medicaid and CHIP participation and a decline in the uninsurance rate among citizen-children with immigrant parent(s). The interim final rule threatens to undermine this progress, particularly for the 2.2 million Medicaid/CHIP-enrolled citizen-children whose have an immigrant parent also enrolled in Medicaid and who may experience a “reverse welcome mat” if their parent drops coverage.

If parents themselves disenroll from or refuse to participate in Medicaid, forgo care from community health centers, and otherwise avoid other publicly funded programs and services that promote their health and wellbeing, it won’t just be their health that suffers. As described extensively above, children’s health and development is negatively affected by their parents’ untreated mental and physical health challenges. And loss of insurance imposes major financial strain on families with low-incomes, who will then be even less likely to afford medical care and have to make trade-offs between doctor’s visits, prescription medications, and other medical needs and basic essentials like housing, food, clothing, and diapers. This means many more citizen-children will be living in economic insecurity and may even be thrown into poverty. As a country with one of the
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highest child poverty rates, we cannot afford to scare millions of citizen-children away from one of the most effective anti-poverty tools we have available.

IV. THE INTERIM FINAL RULE WOULD CAUSE MAJOR HARM TO COMMUNITIES, SCHOOLS, HEALTH CARE SYSTEMS, STATES, LOCALITIES, BUSINESSES AND HIGHER EDUCATION.

The impacts of the regulation go far beyond individuals and families. Mass disenrollment from SNAP and Medicaid will have devastating economic ripple effects on communities nationwide. For example, when immigrants and their families are deterred by the rule from gaining access to Medicaid, the consequences for safety net hospitals and clinics are dire. When families lose Medicaid health coverage, hospitals and doctors lose income.

Disruption and costs to K-12 education are also a major concern. Inadequate nutrition, a lack of routine medical care, and unstable housing situations directly impact the health and wellbeing of students and educational outcomes. States and localities also suffer when they must deal with the public health and fiscal consequences when immigrants and their families choose to forego health care.

The rule will create new challenges for state and local agencies that administer health, nutrition, and housing programs. State and local agencies will face an increased workload to provide documentation of benefit receipt to green card applicants as required by draft form DS-5540, respond to consumer inquiries related to the new rule, and modify existing communications and forms related to public charge. Furthermore, the inclusion of Medicaid and SNAP in public charge review will undermine state efforts to extend coverage to pregnant women and children and to streamline enrollment processes between different public assistance programs.

The changes will also have a direct impact on businesses big and small, hurting workers across all wage ranges and damaging state and local governments’ ability to support their residents in achieving higher education and workforce policy goals. Particularly for low-wage workers, the rule will destabilize their lives and will make it harder for them to sustain steady employment. When businesses lose workers, it disrupts industries and our economy suffers.

Finally, the fear and confusion generated by rule could deter immigrant students from pursuing postsecondary education and deter foreign talent from pursuing education and employment opportunities in the U.S. For immigrant students already pursuing higher education opportunities, the rule would undermine access to essential health, nutrition and other critical programs which would impact college campuses and impede state efforts to increase college completion rates.

a. Mass Disenrollment from SNAP and Medicaid Will Have Devastating Economic Ripple Effects on Communities Nationwide

The Fiscal Policy Institute models the economic and fiscal losses associated with the chilling effect of public charge changes rule if 15, 25, and 35 percent of people currently receiving benefits who experience the chilling effect feel
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compelled to disenroll from two of the biggest supports – Medicaid and SNAP.\textsuperscript{265}

If 15 to 35 percent of people disenrolled from SNAP and Medicaid, the Fiscal Policy Institute shows a loss of approximately $7.5 billion to $17.5 billion in health care and food supports. As a result of this money withdrawn from the economy, economic ripple effects would spread to businesses and workers. For instance, withdrawal from SNAP would mean a reduction in spending in grocery stores and supermarkets and, when families lose Medicaid health coverage, hospitals and doctors lose income. Further, when families struggle to pay for food and health care costs, spending would be reduced in other areas. In total, the Fiscal Policy Institute shows a potential loss of approximately $14.5 billion to $33.8 billion due to economic ripple effects. Lastly, as businesses have less revenue, employers lay off workers. As a result of the economic loss, our nation stands to lose approximately 99,000 to 230,000 jobs.\textsuperscript{266}

b. Harm to Schools: K-12

The public charge rule would have a harmful impact on our nation’s schools. Superintendents, principals, teachers, nurses, counselors, and other school personnel can attest to the adverse effects of inadequate nutrition, a lack of routine medical care, and unstable housing situations on the educational outcomes and the health and wellbeing of students. These critical factors contribute to absenteeism, inattention in class, incomplete school work, poor health, and a decrease in access to a quality education. The rule would drastically increase these barriers to education and undermine schools in their efforts to prepare all students, especially immigrant students, to be college and career ready.

Schools deliver health services effectively and efficiently to children since school is where children spend most of their day. Increasing access to health care services through Medicaid improves health care and educational outcomes for all students, including immigrant children. Providing health and wellness services for immigrant children who need through school-based Medicaid programs helps enable these children to become employable, attend higher-education and be productive contributors to American society. Although Medicaid for children is not included in the IFR, as discussed elsewhere, there is a large chilling effect that will have immediate repercussions for children’s healthcare access inside and outside of school.

School districts are already challenged in annually enrolling children into the Medicaid/CHIP program and obtaining parental consent that allows districts to be reimbursed by Medicaid for the direct healthcare services they provide children. Since the news of the DHS and DOS public charge rule changes broke, some districts have reported that immigrant parents are proactively revoking consent for districts to bill Medicaid for costly services under the Individuals Disabilities Education Act (IDEA). Medicaid reimbursement for special education services is a critical funding source for school districts. Districts with large numbers of immigrant children will struggle to meet their commitments under IDEA if parents are scared to give their consent to billing Medicaid.

If these rules go into effect, we expect a significant number of immigrant parents will refuse to consent to allowing districts to bill Medicaid for healthcare or special education expenses for their children. As a result, districts that rely on Medicaid to meet the healthcare and special education needs of immigrant children will have
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to dip into local dollars to continue ensuring immigrant children are healthy enough to learn and receive the special education services they are entitled to under IDEA. The loss of Medicaid funding will place a considerable burden on school districts to raise local revenue through taxes or reallocate existing local resources to fill the gaps left by substantial decreases in Medicaid reimbursement. If school districts are unable to raise new revenue, the loss of Medicaid funding could compromise educational quality and resources for all children regardless of immigration status or income level.

Research has shown that public health insurance coverage positively impacts education attainment.267 Public health coverage, which is mainly available through Medicaid, increases high school graduation rates.268 Without Medicaid, families will be forced to forego or delay doctors’ visits, immunizations, and prescriptions. Forcing immigrant families to make such choices has a negative effect on entire classrooms, interrupting and delaying the learning of immigrant students and their peers.

To make matters worse, the threats to housing assistance in the rule place added pressures on schools and increase stress levels for immigrant children and families. When children are in an unstable housing environment, their education suffers.269 The loss of federal housing assistance will increase the risk of students living in unsafe, overcrowded, and unstable housing. Housing instability, coupled with other stressors, results in high levels of stress on immigrant parents that can harm their children’s cognitive development and lower educational attainment.270

While parents do their best to shield their children from these realities, children inevitably absorb the stress as well. Severe parental stress of this kind affects a child’s brain development and capacity to learn.271 The rule would only increase the risk that children will experience this often-irreversible harm.272 Both parents and pediatricians report that children are experiencing high levels of fear related to current immigration-related

policies and rhetoric, which are negatively affecting their behavior and performance in school.273

We believe that all children, including immigrant children, deserve the fundamental security and health benefits provided by adequate food, health care, and housing to succeed in school and beyond. It is only with such vital supports in place that students can meaningfully engage at school and reach their greatest potential.

c. Harm to Health Care Systems: Immigrant’s Fears About Using Medicaid will Deprive Financially Vulnerable Safety Net Providers of Vital Revenue

Medicaid is an indispensable funding source for safety net hospitals and clinics, which are financially vulnerable. More than 35% of visits to safety-net hospitals are covered by Medicaid.274 Medicaid is the single largest source of funding for community health centers in both Medicaid expansion and non-expansion states.275 In California, where one of every two children has an immigrant parent, more than half of all children are enrolled in the state’s Medicaid program.276 In addition, some studies have found that immigrants constitute a low-risk population that effectively subsidize the insurance market for U.S. born individuals.277

There is a direct relationship between the number of patients covered by Medicaid in a safety-net facility’s service area and the facility’s financial health. Community Health Centers in Medicaid expansion states have more locations, see more patients and have better provider to patient ratios as compared to non-expansion states.278 Studies confirm a strong relationship between Medicaid coverage and hospital closures, with hospitals in Medicaid expansion states 84% less likely to close than those in non-expansion states.279

The impacts of hospital closures are far-reaching. Hospital closures affect access to care for all residents of their service areas. A study of California hospitals found increased rates of deaths among inpatients in facilities located in hospital service areas where an emergency department had closed. Rates of death increased by 10 percent among nonelderly adults and 15 percent among patients who had heart attacks. The impact of hospital closure on access to care is particularly significant in rural communities, which generally have difficulty attracting health care providers and which providers often leave in the wake of a hospital closure.280 The effects of hospital closures
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extend beyond reduced access to healthcare and poorer health outcomes. Hospitals are major employers and purchasers of goods and services. The loss of jobs associated with a hospital closure is especially devastating in rural areas, which have smaller populations and a historic reliance on declining industries. Moreover, some industries and employers will not locate in an area without a hospital, leaving communities without hospitals unable to attract some employers. 

There are numerous immigrants in the healthcare workforce. Among home health aides, 25% are foreign-born and a third receive public benefits. If these workers forego health coverage, they will miss more days of work, burdening their employers and the vulnerable people for whom they provide care. Moreover, it is accepted wisdom that there will be an increased need for home care workers as the U.S. population ages. If candidates for these low-wage jobs are denied admission on public charge grounds, or are unable to extend/ change their nonimmigrant status due to low incomes, vulnerable seniors may be forced to leave their homes and receive more expensive care in nursing homes.

**d. Harm to States and Localities: The Rule Would Impose Additional Health Care Costs on States**

States largely support providing healthcare to all lawfully residing pregnant women and children. The 1996 welfare reform law limited eligibility for most federal benefits to a subset of lawfully present immigrants it deemed ‘qualified,’ and imposed a five-year bar to eligibility for most newly qualified immigrants. Legal and policy changes after 1996 allow states to extend eligibility for CHIP-funded pregnancy services to all pregnant women, regardless of their immigration status, and eligibility for Medicaid and CHIP to all lawfully residing children and pregnant women, without a five-year bar. Recognizing the importance of providing prenatal and early childhood health and nutrition support, 33 states currently provide Medicaid coverage to lawfully residing children and/or pregnant women without a five-year waiting period. Additionally, 21 states use CHIP funding to provide coverage for income-eligible pregnant women regardless of immigration status. Sixteen of these states also provide prenatal care to immigrant women who are not income eligible for Medicaid and/or CHIP under the CHIP pregnancy-related services option. This allocation of federal and state funding for health and nutrition support, specifically for pregnant women and children, shows direct state effort to ensure the health and well-
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being of these groups where federal policy allows. Although Medicaid for pregnant women and children is not counted under the IFR, we expect a significant chilling effect.

Covering pregnant immigrant women with low-incomes improves their health and saves states money. Since the babies born to these women will be eligible for Medicaid or CHIP regardless of whether their mothers are covered, it is to the state’s advantage to ensure that their mothers have access to comprehensive prenatal care. Covering these mothers means that they give birth to healthier babies, which saves the state money in the long run by reducing health care costs. Timely prenatal care can identify mothers who are at risk of delivering premature or low birth weight infants, and it provides the medical, nutritional, and educational interventions that lead to better birth outcomes. Women without access to prenatal care are four times more likely to deliver low birth weight infants and seven times more likely to deliver prematurely than women who receive prenatal care. Expanding coverage to previously uninsured pregnant women allows them to get the prenatal care they need. For example, a Florida study showed that expanding a public program to provide more women with access to prenatal care resulted in significantly fewer low birth weight babies compared with low-income women who were not enrolled in public health coverage. Providing these women with adequate access to prenatal care means they give birth to healthier babies, who then have fewer health problems, which saves states money. Studies have found that every state dollar spent on prenatal care saves states between $2.57 and $3.38 in future medical costs. Research also shows that children born to women who receive adequate prenatal care are significantly more likely to receive well-child visits and proper immunizations. Covering uninsured children and pregnant women through Medicaid can cut unnecessary hospitalizations, producing substantial savings by reducing expensive hospital care costs.

Similarly, a recent paper found that the decreases in immigrant access to SNAP benefits in the late 1990s had a significant impact on the health of their U.S. born citizen children. Among U.S.-born children of immigrants, whose mothers have a high school education or less, an additional year of parental eligibility in early life reduces the likelihood children are reported in “Poor”, “Fair” or “Good” health (relative to “Excellent” or “Very Good” health), with the primary impacts on a reduction in the incidence of developmental health conditions. In turn, this reduced health has immediate consequences on government spending, as the researchers calculate based on
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the Medical Expenditure Panel Survey, that the average health care costs of a child who is in “Poor”, “Fair”, or “Good” health is $2450, compared to $1462 for children in “Excellent” or “Very Good” health.297

e. Financial Impact on States and Localities: The Proposed Rule Creates Significant Administrative Burdens on The Agencies Which Administer Public Benefit Programs

The rule would pressure large numbers of immigrants and their families to forgo enrolling in vital programs such as nutrition assistance, health coverage and housing that their families are eligible for and need. The rule will create new challenges for state and local agencies administering these programs and will result in an increased workload.

Issues state and local agencies will face include:

- **Need to provide immigrants with information regarding their history of benefit receipt.** The draft form DS-5540, Public Charge Questionnaire, directs individuals to provide information about benefits applied for or received since October 15, 2019.298 This will generate a huge workload for agencies who will have to provide information about exact dates of benefit receipt.

- **Responding to consumer inquiries related to the new rule.** In addition, state and local agencies will have to prepare to answer consumer questions about the new rule. They will experience increased call volume and traffic from consumers concerned about the new policies. Advising a family on whether they would be subject to a public charge determination and how receipt of various benefits might play out can require technical knowledge of immigration statuses. Yet, state and local agencies will be put in an impossible position when answering questions if they simply tell all consumers that they must speak to an immigration attorney to get their questions answered about the impact of access benefits on their immigration status. And such advice would likely deter eligible people from enrolling in programs, including many who would never be subject to a public charge determination. Moreover, people who seek public benefits are also unlikely to be able to afford to seek legal counsel to see if getting services will jeopardize their family’s immigration goals.

- **Increased “churn” among the caseload.** As consumers learn about the new rule, some families will terminate their participation programs as already experienced in response to public charge rule changes leaked to the media and finalized by DHS.299 But, because these programs meet vital needs for families, some of these families would likely return to the caseload, resulting in duplicative work for agencies that will experience a new kind of churn in their caseloads. Some families may return if they come to understand that they are not subject to a public charge determination, for example, if they have refugee status. Others may reapply when circumstances become even more dire, for example a child may be withdrawn from Medicaid coverage, but without treatment—such as asthma medication—the child’s condition may worsen, and the family will re-enroll the child even though they are fearful the act may jeopardize a family member’s chance to obtain a visa in the future. This on again off again approach to benefit enrollment—often referred to as churn—not only yields negative results for families, it also results


in duplicative work for state and local agencies. Churn is expensive for state, in one study of SNAP-related churn, the costs averaged $80 for each instance of churn that requires a new application.\(^{300}\)

- **Modifying existing communications and forms related to public charge.** For almost twenty years, agencies have worked under the consistent and clear rules about when a consumer’s use of benefits could result in a negative finding in their public charge determination. Agencies have incorporated these messages on a variety of consumer communications including application, application instructions, website, posters used in lobbies, in notices and in scripts and trainings for staff. All of these consumer communications will have to be identified and taken down and as noted above, the new rules would be so far reaching and complicated, it’s unclear states could replace them with messages that don’t inappropriately deter eligible people.

- **Undermining adjunctive eligibility for WIC.** Congress permitted WIC to presume any individual on Medicaid, SNAP, or TANF to be income-eligible for WIC, thus reducing the paperwork burden during WIC certification. In 2016, 74.9% of WIC participants were eligible for WIC due to eligibility for another program. A National WIC Association survey estimated significant increases in administrative expenditures on the certification process if adjunctive eligibility was undermined. Due to WIC’s funding formula, increased administrative expenditures will also result in decreased funding for WIC’s nutrition education, breastfeeding support, and client services. WIC complements the work of Medicaid and SNAP to ensure healthy families with adequate access to nutritious foods. Congress has recognized that connection by authorizing adjunctive eligibility, which has helped to reduce paperwork burdens on both clinics and participants, freeing up WIC funding to be used for nutrition education and breastfeeding support. The inclusion of Medicaid or SNAP in public charge review would undercut WIC’s efforts to improve efficiency, streamline certification processes, and focus WIC services on its core public health mission.

Furthermore, the inclusion of Medicaid and SNAP in public charge review will undermine state efforts to streamline enrollment processes between different public assistance programs. Certain states have explored universal online applications that permit an individual to apply for or pre-screen eligibility for multiple public assistance programs at one time.\(^{301}\) The rule would permit immigration officials to review an individual’s attempt to simply apply for Medicaid or SNAP benefits.\(^{302}\) This provision will discourage states from continuing with efforts to develop innovative enrollment processes, and likewise discourage individuals from using uniform or joint applications or pre-screening tools where an implicated program is listed.

#### f. Harm to The Business Sector and U.S. Workforce


The changes will have a direct impact on businesses big and small, creating wasteful red tape for employers in diverse communities across the country and hurting workers across all wage ranges. Simply put, this decision will not create American jobs, and it will harm our economy.

We all get sick, and we all face adversity at times—in fact, two-thirds of Americans between the ages of 20 and 65 will reside in a household that uses a social welfare program such as SNAP or Medicaid at some point in their life.\footnote{Mark R. Rank, Thomas A. Hirschl, “Welfare Use as a Life Course Event: Toward a New Understanding of the U.S. Safety Net,” \textit{Social Work}, Volume 47, Issue 3, (2002), \url{https://doi.org/10.1093/sw/47.3.237}.} For low-wage workers and their families, health, food, and other programs can supplement earnings and enable them to thrive. Contrary to the assumptions underlying the rule, benefits like health and nutrition programs encourage and enable people to work and be a source of support for themselves and their families, not public charges. Many low-wage workers cannot work in a stable and sustained way without these supports—which in turn will mean less sustained and regular work and will disrupt industries.

- \textit{Low-wage workers}

Businesses that largely employ individuals at low wages would suffer, as legally present non-citizens could become too encumbered to continue their employment. The rule will destabilize their lives and will make it harder for them to sustain steady employment. Nearly 1 in 3 workers in low-income jobs earn under $12 an hour. Six of the 20 largest occupational fields in the country—including retail salespeople, cashiers, food preparation and serving workers, waiters and waitresses, stock clerks, and personal care aides—have median wages close to or below the poverty threshold for a family of three ($20,420). May lawfully present non-citizens who have jobs within these sectors simply may not earn enough to provide quality health care, nutritious food and safe, stable housing to their families. Programs like SNAP, CHIP, and Medicaid are designed to serve as work supports that help individuals meet their families’ basic needs to stay healthy and safe.

- \textit{Workforce development}

The public charge rule would also damage state and local governments’ ability to support their residents in achieving higher education and workforce policy goals. State and local governments regularly advance policies to improve the education and employability of their residents. For example, more than 40 states have established goals for postsecondary credential attainment, such as a goal of having 60 percent of state residents earn a college degree or other postsecondary credential by 2025.\footnote{See overview of all states here: \url{https://www.wsac.wa.gov/sites/default/files/2017.04.19.04.Attainment%20Goals%20are%20Critical.pdf} and details on 29 of the state goals here: \url{http://strategylabs.luminafoundation.org/wp-content/uploads/2013/10/State-Attainment-Goals.pdf}.} Many states won’t be able to reach their ambitious goals without including their immigrant residents.\footnote{National Skills Coalition, \textit{Middle-Skill Credentials and Immigrant Workers: Texas’ Untapped Assets}, 2015, \url{https://m.nationalskillscoalition.org/resources/publications/file/Middle-Skill-Credentials-and-Immigrant-Workers-Texas-Untapped-Assets.pdf}.} To accomplish these goals, states have established programs and services to equip returning adult students to persist and succeed in their education, including through navigation and case management assistance to help students access essential health and nutrition benefits. But the public charge rule would penalize immigrants who use many of these public benefits, thus creating a disincentive for immigrants to participate in the very programs that are intended to help them succeed in their education and contribute economically.
g.  Harm to Higher Education

The rule could decrease enrollments on higher education and deter immigrant students from pursuing postsecondary education. While public education benefits, such as Pell Grants or other financial aid, are not included under the rule, the fear and confusion generated by the rule would deter greater numbers of immigrant students who are eligible for federal and state-funded aid programs from applying to college altogether. Over a quarter of undergraduates nationally in higher education are first- or second-generation immigrant students, and one in five come from a household in which English is not the primary language spoken.  

Pell Grants are targeted to meet students with the greatest financial need at public and private institutions, providing the largest awards to the lowest-income students. Public institutions account for more than two-thirds of Pell recipients (68%), with 36 percent of public four-year students receiving Pell Grants, and 32% of community college students who are Pell recipients. In addition, community colleges have a much higher proportion of low-income and immigrant students than other higher education sectors. Fearing that the public charge would pertain to Pell Grants or other public education benefits, many immigrant students may mistakenly avoid applying for Pell or any state or financial aid and will be unable to afford college without it.

Further, as noted by the National Skills Coalition, “the rule would increase college students’ financial instability and heighten their risk of dropping out. Many college students are part of larger households – either as adult children or as spouses and parents themselves.”  We know that when students and their families are unable to meet core living and housing needs or face higher costs, the students are less likely to pursue educational and career pathways, more likely to cut back on their educational course load, or drop out altogether. While not directly affected by public charge, the regulations could discourage undocumented immigrant students from pursuing a postsecondary education and who in the future may have the opportunity to further contribute to our communities and our country.

i.  The Rule Would Impede Efforts to Increase College Completion

Colleges and universities serve as key generators of social and economic mobility for all students in our nation. Immigrant and low-income students especially benefit from the transformative power of higher education. Research shows that postsecondary education boosts economic mobility, improves lives, and helps the economy. Since 2008, the majority of the new jobs created in the economy are going to college-educated individuals and research studies have shown that a postsecondary education can increase economic mobility and improve lives.
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To be sure, colleges help to fuel economic growth and prosperity in their communities. The college and career success of immigrant students is critical to meeting state educational goals and addressing acute skills shortages. According to the nonprofit National Skills Coalition (NSC), many states won’t be able to reach their goals without including their immigrant residents.\(^{311}\) More than 40 states have established goals for postsecondary credential attainment, such as a goal of having 60% of state residents earn a college degree or other postsecondary credential by 2025.\(^{312}\) Community colleges have often aligned their own institutions’ student completion goals with their states’ higher education goals and plans. These colleges depend upon state funding for programs to close achievement gaps and provide students with the skills needed to succeed in college and the workforce. The rule would significantly diminish prospects for immigrant student success and impede state efforts to increase college completion rates.

ii. **The Rule Would Increase the Burden on Campus Student Health Centers**

The rule would undermine access to essential health, nutrition and other critical programs for eligible immigrant students, which would impact college campuses. The fear created by these rules would extend far beyond any individual who may be subject to the “public charge” test. Increased numbers of uninsured students as well as students coming from uninsured families will increase the burden on campus student health centers; changes in healthcare usage and coverage also can cause additional public health concerns for campus communities.

iii. **The Rule Would Discourage Adult Immigrant Learners from Participating in Workforce Training, Certification Programs, and Adult Education Programs That Help to Improve Their English Language Skills**

Many adult immigrant learners have enrolled in community colleges to improve their English skills, participate in job training and career development programs, and support their families. These programs have enabled them to pursue productive, meaningful employment and become actively engaged in our communities. One third of community college students have family incomes of less than $20,000, according to the National Center for Education Statistics (see Community Colleges FAQs).\(^{313}\) Research has shown that supportive services that help individuals access public benefits programs are often vital to ensuring that working adults succeed in postsecondary education.\(^{314}\) Yet, penalizing low-income adult immigrant learners for using these benefits creates a disincentive for them to participate in the educational and job training programs that are intended to help them succeed and contribute economically.

A National Skills Coalition analysis of Bureau of Labor Statistics data shows that 84% of American jobs today require education and skills beyond the high school level.\(^{315}\) These middle-skills jobs, requiring more than a high
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school diploma but less than a four-year degree, “remain the largest segment of the U.S. economy and represent a crucial pathway to good, family sustaining employment.” Immigrants are critical to meeting the demand for middle-skill positions, and specialized training is often provided by community colleges. Restricting immigrants’ access to public benefits that allow them to obtain these in-demand skills hurts adult immigrant learners and hurts our economy.

According to the non-partisan Migration Policy Institute, “tapping into the skills of” recently arrived and increasingly educated immigrant populations “represents an important potential source of skilled labor,” and is especially needed given the labor and skills shortages that have been documented in various fields. A National Academies of Science study cited in this report notes that “a typical recent immigrant with a bachelor’s degree contributes almost $500,000 more in taxes than he or she uses in public benefits over a lifespan.” Immigrant professionals often turn to community colleges and universities as “they seek to improve their language skills, fill content gaps, or attain industry-recognized credentials through apprenticeships.” Creating any additional barriers for these highly-skilled adult learners is counterproductive.

iv. The Rule Would Be A Burden on Individuals and Employers and Would Serve as a Deterrent to International Talent Coming to The United States to Study and Work

The public charge test would apply when individuals apply for a green card or seek admission to the U.S. For nonimmigrants, including F-1 students, J-1 exchange visitors, H-1B specialty workers, or their dependents, the public charge test would be applied when they apply to extend or adjust their nonimmigrant status. The increased uncertainty imposed by the new rule is likely to deter even well-qualified international students from attempting to study and pursue careers in the US.

Employers who sponsor highly skilled foreign professionals and workers, including educational institutions, also would be burdened by the new procedures, as their employees would have to navigate the additional new barrier of proving that they are not likely to become a public charge each time they file for an extension or change of status. This will cause complications in the adjudication of nonimmigrant visa petitions filed by employers and the increased unpredictability creates new uncertainties and risk for employers, which is costly.

Beyond the individual and administrative burdens detailed above, the rule would present another harmful deterrent to international talent coming to the United States to study and work, regardless of their financial status. This will adversely impact colleges and universities, their ability to provide educational programs to all students, and the vibrancy of their communities. From 2004 to 2016, first-time enrollments of international students in U.S. colleges and universities increased significantly, from 138,000 in 2004 to 364,000 in 2016; during this period of time, first-time enrollments of international students doubled or more at public and private
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The Department should immediately withdraw its current proposal and dedicate its efforts to advancing policies that strengthen—rather than undermine—the ability of immigrants to access postsecondary pathways and support themselves and their families in the future.

V. THE INTERIM FINAL RULE INCLUDES PROVISIONS WHICH WOULD CAUSE ADDITIONAL HARMs TO CERTAIN POPULATIONS

In addition to the consequences for people of color, women, and children discussed at length in sections I and III of our comments, the rule is particularly damaging to other specific populations. The rule will also cause disproportionate harm to victims of domestic violence and sexual abuse, individuals living with disabilities, seniors, as well as lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender immigrants and their families. These groups should be of special concern for one or more of several reasons: they are particularly vulnerable, protected legally, and/or central to the nation’s economic future.

a. Victims of domestic violence and sexual assault

The public charge rule will have a detrimental impact on victims of domestic violence and sexual assault and their ability to obtain and maintain safety as a result of abuse. While victims seeking immigration status are exempt from the application of the public charge ground of inadmissibility, many victims of domestic violence and sexual
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assault and their family members do not seek immigration status in those named categories, and will be harmed as a consequence. The public charge rule will harm not only victims who are seeking immigration status or entry into the United States, but also U.S. born victims, or victims who already have lawful status in households where family members will be seeking entry or immigration status in the future.

For example, under the rule, a dependent domestic violence survivor married to an abusive non-immigrant temporary worker being discouraged from accessing cash assistance for domestic violence victims for fear that it might jeopardize her ability to renew her status or obtain residence in the future. Access to health care, housing, food assistance, and other safety net benefits play a pivotal role in helping victims overcome domestic violence and sexual assault. Victims should not be discouraged from seeking or relying on economic security programs to escape abuse or recover from the trauma they’ve experienced.

In weighing the factors to be applied to those seeking admission, domestic violence and sexual assault survivors will be negatively impacted by the application of the public charge rule. While domestic violence and sexual assault occur across the socio-economic spectrum, there are unique challenges and barriers at the intersection of gender-based violence and economic hardship: Abuse can result in victims falling into poverty: Victims who might not have previously been considered low income may experience financial abuse or because the consequences of abuse or assaults have undermined the victim’s ability to work or maintain their housing, health, or otherwise access financial security. For example, many abusive partners, in order to exercise control over their partners and their children, will actively seek to prevent and sabotage their partner from attaining economic independence or stability by limiting their access to financial resources, interfering with employment and more. Sexual assault survivors may be forced to leave their housing and/or employment as a result of the violence, and become even more at risk for sexual violence as a result. In these instances, the public charge rule’s primary focus, for example, on the health, financial status, family size, and education, on the applicant for admission will unduly punish victims for the consequences of abuse they’ve faced. Not only does the public charge rule undermine federal and state policies to support victims by discouraging them from accessing critical services, the rule exacerbates the harmful impacts of the abuse, possibly by keeping them trapped in abusive situations.

Nutrition, health care, and housing programs benefits are a necessity for survivors of domestic violence and sexual assault, allowing them to rebuild their lives after violence. In a 2017 survey of service providers working with victims of violence, over 88% of respondents said that SNAP is a very critical resource for a significant number of domestic violence and sexual assault victims. Specifically, nearly 80% of respondents reported that most domestic violence victims rely on SNAP to help address their basic needs and to establish safety and stability, and 55% of respondents said the same is true of most sexual assault victims. Access to assistance


programs is an important factor in victims' decision-making about whether and how they can afford to leave a dangerous situation, and in planning how to keep themselves and their children healthy, well, and housed.328 As this data illustrates, publicly-funded resources are imperative for women's safety.329 The Centers for Disease Control has concluded that improving financial security for individuals and families can help reduce and prevent intimate partner violence.330 Without sufficient resources, victims are either compelled back into an abusive relationship, or face destitution and homelessness.331

b. Individuals Living with Disabilities

The interim final rule would create significant hardships for and discriminate against immigrants with disabilities by denying them an opportunity to obtain a visa equal to that available to immigrants without disabilities.332 The proposal would also discriminate against people with disabilities by defining an immigrant as a public charge for using (for the specified periods and amounts) non-cash benefits which individuals with disabilities rely on disproportionately, often due to their disabilities and the discrimination they face because of them.333 For example:

- 1/3 of the adults under age 65 who are enrolled in the Medicaid program have disabilities; as compared to only 12 % of adults in the general population.334
- 3 in 10 nonelderly adults with disabilities are enrolled in Medicaid.335
- More than ¾ of individuals who use SNAP have a disability.336

Many of these individuals rely upon such benefits so that they can continue to work, stay healthy, and remain productive members of the community. By deeming immigrants who use such programs as a public charge, the
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interim final rule will disparately harm individuals with disabilities and impede their ability to maintain the very self-sufficiency the Department purports to promote and which the Rehabilitation Act sought to ensure. Because many critical disability services are only available through Medicaid, the rule will prevent many people with disabilities from getting needed services that allow them to manage their medical conditions, participate in the workforce and improve their situation over time.

i. Individuals living with HIV/AIDS

The rule would cause disproportionate and discriminatory harm to individuals living with HIV/AIDS. Approximately 1.1 million individuals in the U.S. are living with HIV/AIDS.337 People with HIV, either symptomatic or asymptomatic are protected by the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA).338 Federal law prohibits disability discrimination by its executive agencies, requiring that they provide reasonable accommodation to disabled individuals so they cannot be denied meaningful access to agencies’ services and benefits—including immigration benefits—based on their disabilities.339 The rule would use an HIV diagnosis to exclude both applicants and applicants seeking to unite with disabled family members.

Not only does this send the signal that individuals with HIV/AIDS and other chronic health conditions are “undesirable”—drawing disturbing parallels to the 1987 HIV travel and immigration ban overturned in 2010340—but the rule ignores the reality that a chronic illness such as HIV/AIDS is not an accurate indicator of future self-sufficiency and full-time employment capabilities. In June this year, the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics released a Current Population Survey (CPS) showing that in 2017 the labor force participation rate for those with a disability had actually increased.341 Indeed, with appropriate treatment, care and support, persons living with HIV/AIDS can expect to live long, healthy and productive lives.

Under the rule, HIV-positive applicants and others with chronic health conditions would be required to purchase private health insurance. HIV/AIDS treatment, known as anti-retroviral therapy (ART), is prohibitively expensive in the United States and not normally covered through private insurance.342 Even those with private insurance or certain employer-based insurance, usually have no choice but to apply for government subsidies for the substantial portion that their insurance plan does not cover.343 In fact, the rule may actually incentivize U.S citizens/permanent residents to terminate their subsidized healthcare in order to remain eligible to petition for their family members living abroad. Reports are already emerging of individuals who are considering waiting to begin life-saving ART in the belief that this will ensure their eligibility to reunite their families.344 Such scenarios call to attention the catastrophic public health implications that this rule threatens to create, undoing hard won

progress towards ending the HIV/AIDS epidemic in the US.

ii. **Children with Special Health Care Needs**

According to estimates from the National Survey of Children’s Health, roughly 2.6 million children in immigrant families have a disability or special health care need.\textsuperscript{345} Children with special health and developmental needs tend to require medical, behavioral, and/or educational services above and beyond what typical children need to keep them healthy and promote positive development.

These special needs make children with disabilities in immigrant families vulnerable to hardship due to the economic burdens associated with requiring specialized care. Parents of children with disabilities typically work fewer hours and ultimately earn less income due to their children’s caregiving needs.\textsuperscript{346} As a group, children with disabilities are more likely to live in low-income households and to experience food insecurity and housing instability, making programs like SNAP and housing assistance vital to their wellbeing.\textsuperscript{347} Although the interim final rule does not count children’s receipt of Medicaid as a negative factor, we are already seeing a chilling effect due to the widespread confusion around the public charge rules. Ensuring that kids with special health care needs have access to services helps their parents maintain work and improve earnings. The rule would further exacerbate the economic hardships that children with disabilities and other special needs already experience.

Families with children with special health care needs would also be disproportionately disadvantaged by the standards for public charge determinations laid out in §40.41. In general, these families would be less likely to reach the “heavily weighted positive factor” of having financial assets, resources, and support of at least 250 percent FPL. And unless the family has an extremely high income, it would be difficult to demonstrate a financial ability to fully meet a child’s special health care needs without the help of public insurance.

c. **Seniors**

The number of seniors in the United States who are immigrants is growing. Between 1990 and 2010, the number of immigrants age 65 and older grew from 2.7 million to nearly 5 million.\textsuperscript{348} This is due to aging of the immigrant population who arrived during the 1980s and 90s as well as the rise in naturalized citizens who sponsor their parents to immigrate to the U.S. In fact, the number of parents of U.S. citizens who have been admitted as legal permanent residents nearly tripled between 1994 and 2017 and now account for almost 15% of all admissions.

\textsuperscript{345} National Survey of Children’s Health, 2016.


and almost 30% of family-based admissions.\textsuperscript{349}

If this rule were implemented, many U.S. citizens may no longer be able to welcome their own parents into the country because it will be nearly impossible for older adults to pass the “public charge” test under the new criteria. Instead of recognizing the value of intergenerational families who support each other, the rule callously labels parents and grandparents as a burden because of their age and health needs and ignores the critical roles many grandparents play in caring for their grandchildren and other family members, often enabling others to work. Furthermore, this rule will impact seniors living in immigrant families in the U.S. who will be afraid to access services they need. Over 1.1 million noncitizens age 62 and older live in low-income households,\textsuperscript{350} meaning they are likely to rely on public assistance programs to meet their basic needs.

Seniors with low-incomes greatly benefit from programs such as Section 8 rental assistance and SNAP to meet their basic needs.\textsuperscript{351} If immigrant families are afraid to access nutrition assistance programs, more older adults will be food insecure and at risk of unhealthy eating which can cause or exacerbate other health conditions. If immigrant families are afraid to seek housing assistance, seniors with limited fixed incomes and their families will have fewer resources to spend on other basic needs, including food, medicine, transportation, and clothing.

d. Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, and Transgender Immigrants and Their Families

The public charge interim final rule would have significant harmful effects on lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender (LGBT) immigrants and their families. There are an estimated 904,000 LGBT immigrants living throughout the U.S.\textsuperscript{352} While there are no specific data collected or reported by the Departments of Homeland Security or State about LGBT immigrants, LGBT individuals always have, and will continue to, use family-based, employment-based, and other available categories to apply for visas to enter the U.S.\textsuperscript{353} For example, LGBT immigrants in same-sex marriages are recognized as spouses under U.S. immigration law after the 2013 U.S. Supreme Court decision in U.S. v. Windsor, declaring the misnamed-Defense of Marriage Act unconstitutional. LGBT individuals with higher education and skills often are able to use employment-based visas to work in multinational and domestic corporations that welcome and support diverse employees, including LGBT employees. Since the 1990’s, LGBT refugees who are fleeing persecution based on their sexual orientation or gender identity have been able to find legal protection in the U.S., but often face many hurdles in proving their claims to persecution.


\textsuperscript{353} Immigration Equality, Legal Resources, https://www.immigrationequality.org/get-legal-help/our-legal-resources/#.W8Thd2hKhPY.
Similar to other immigrants, not all LGBT immigrants and their families have achieved economic success and financial security. Many LGBT immigrants and their families struggle economically and use some of the government programs that would make them ineligible for visas under the public charge interim final rule. As an intersectional subset of both the immigrant and LGBT populations, it is likely that tens of thousands of LGBT immigrants and their families, including those with U.S. citizen children, are using Medicaid, SNAP, and other government programs to assist themselves and their families with health insurance, nutrition, and other supports. For example, an estimated 11% of LGBT adults ages 18-64 use Medicaid as their health insurance program.\(^{354}\) An estimated 27% of LGBT adults ages 18-44 use SNAP, with higher utilization rates among racial and ethnic minority LGBT adults and those with children.\(^{355}\) Some subset of these LGBT adults are LGBT immigrants and their families, who will be impacted by the public charge regulation.

Moreover, because of continuing discrimination based on their sexual orientation and gender identity, LGBT immigrants, similar to all LGBT individuals, face additional challenges in accessing and maintaining education, employment, housing, and health care, and may be more likely to need assistance with basic family supports such as health insurance and nutrition programs. The multiple and intersectional identities of LGBT immigrants means greater risk for a lifetime of discrimination that restricts educational, employment, and other opportunities. These cumulative and compounding experiences of discrimination make transgender immigrants, especially transgender women of color, and lesbian immigrants, especially lesbians of color, particularly vulnerable. The public charge rule threatening visa denial for simply using government programs that provide low-income families with health care, nutrition, and other basic support would impose the untenable choice on LGBT immigrants and their families between disenrolling from these safety net programs or jeopardizing their future immigration status.

VI. OBJECTIONS TO REVISED SECTION 40.41

The majority of our comments to this point have addressed the harmful impact of the rule as a whole, because different sections interact in ways that have a greater impact than any individual section. In order to ensure that our input is fully captured in the Department’s analysis of the comments received, the following addresses specific sections of the interim final rule.

Definition of Public Charge

The Department proposes to define Public Charge as “an alien who receives one or more public benefit as defined in paragraph (c) of this section, for more than 12 months in the aggregate within any 36-month period.” CLASP strongly opposes this definition and recommends that the current definition of public charge be retained. Specifically, public charge should continue to be defined as a non-U.S. citizen who is “likely to become primarily dependent on the Government for subsistence as demonstrated by either the receipt of public cash assistance for income maintenance purposes, or institutionalization for long-term care at Government expense (other than imprisonment).” The proposed language is a dramatic change to the long-understood meaning of public charge and is inconsistent with Congressional intent in providing non-cash benefits as supports for low-income working


families as well as the prospective nature of the public charge determination. (See section I for detailed analysis).

The Department proposes to look at receipt of cash assistance for income maintenance, SNAP benefits, Section 8 Housing assistance under the Housing Choice Voucher Program, Section 8 Project-Based Rental-Assistance (including Moderate Rehabilitation), Medicaid (with certain listed exceptions), and Subsidized Housing under the Housing Act of 1937 in making determinations of public charge. The sole justification offered for these changes is to align with the Department of Homeland Security’s changes to public charge. However, since the DHS rule itself does not include a legitimate justification for the choice of these programs, this rule is a house of cards that cannot stand.

At 83 FR 51164, the Department of Homeland Security regulation explains that the list of included programs was identified based in large part on the relative levels of Federal government expenditures. However, it is inappropriate and outside of DHS’s or the Department of State’s lawful jurisdiction to save money by trying to discourage people from utilizing benefits for which Congress has made them eligible. Whether or not there is a large government expenditure on a particular program is irrelevant to the assessment of whether a particular individual may become a public charge. A public charge determination must be an individualized assessment, as required by the Immigration and Nationality Act, and not a backdoor way to try to reduce government expenditures on programs duly enacted by Congress.

Cash assistance for income maintenance, including Supplemental Security Income (“SSI”), Temporary Assistance for Needy Families (“TANF”) and State and local cash assistance programs that provide benefits for income maintenance.

The change from only counting these programs when people are “primarily dependent” on them to counting them when someone receives even a nominal payment, even if combined with income from employment, means that further justification is needed. Keeping these benefits in the public charge determination will continue to be detrimental to children and families’ economic stability.

The goal of SSI is to offset the financial burden associated with disabilities for families with limited incomes and resources.356 Continuing to include SSI benefits in the public charge determination is not only cruel to children with disabilities and to the families caring for them, it’s short sighted. SSI enhances the opportunity for a child with disabilities to achieve an independent and rewarding life. Once a child begins receiving SSI, the likelihood they will experience poverty decreases by about 11 percent.357 Families receiving SSI relied less on other benefits such as SNAP, WIC, and TANF.358

While the overwhelming majority of TANF recipients are children, fewer and fewer children are receiving cash

assistance, with just under 25 percent of all poor families with children receiving cash assistance today. Keeping TANF as part of the public charge determination will only further restrict the limited access that children and families have to cash assistance. Reaching economic security is a long road for many families. While parents and caregivers are working towards upward mobility, we need to ensure that every family is provided with enough cash assistance to provide sufficient resources for children while their brains are undergoing critical stages of development. The proposed rule also fails to recognize that states are increasingly choosing to provide supplemental TANF benefits to working families who earn too much to qualify for the basic cash assistance programs. Research has shown that such policies that “make work pay” improve employment outcomes because they serve as an effective incentive for families to find and keep jobs.  

SNAP  

The inclusion of SNAP as a listed program is not justified. The proposed rule fails to recognize that many people receive SNAP as a supplement to earnings. It is inconsistent with the SNAP statute which states that “the value of benefits that may be provided under this chapter shall not be considered income or resources for any purpose under any Federal, State, or local laws,” and inconsistent with Congressional actions to expand SNAP eligibility to immigrant children.  

Moreover, the rule does not take into account any of the harms that will be caused by the inclusion of SNAP. As discussed in detail elsewhere in these comments, the reduced use of SNAP by both those subject to the public charge determination and those affected by the chilling effect will lead to harms to the health and well-being of citizen children as well as the immigrants themselves, additional costs to health care systems, and increased costs on public schools and public health care providers.  

Medicaid  

The inclusion of Medicaid as a listed program is not justified. The interim final rule is inconsistent with the history of how public charge has been understood and with Congressional intent. It completely fails to recognize the reality of low-wage work in the U.S. and the fact that just one-third of low-wage workers (those in the first quarter of the earnings distribution) have access to employer-sponsored insurance through their jobs. The rule tries to justify the inclusion of Medicaid based on the high costs of health care, but does not recognize that immigrants use less health care, on average, than U.S. born residents.  

Moreover, the rule does not take into account any of the harms that will be caused by the inclusion of Medicaid.

361 7 USC 2017(b), Benefits not deemed income or resources for certain purposes, https://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/7/2017.  
As discussed in detail elsewhere in these comments, the reduced use of Medicaid by both those subject to the public charge determination and those affected by the chilling effect would lead to major harms to the health and well-being of citizen children as well as the immigrants themselves, additional costs to health care systems, public health care providers, schools, and society as a whole.

**Housing Benefits**

The inclusion of these housing programs is not justified. The proposed rule is inconsistent with the history of how public charge has been understood and with Congressional intent.

The rule does not take into account any of the harms that will be caused by the inclusion of housing programs. As discussed in detail elsewhere in these comments, the reduced use of Medicaid by both those subject to the public charge determination and those affected by the chilling effect would lead to major harms to the health and well-being of citizen children as well as the immigrants themselves. Having safe and stable housing is crucial to a person’s good health, sustaining employment, and overall self-sufficiency. Studies have shown that unstable housing situations can cause individuals to experience increased hospital visits, loss of employment, and mental health problems.\(^{364}\)

**Basis for Determination of Ineligibility**

We strongly oppose the addition of additional criteria to the statutory totality of circumstances test. As discussed in detail in our comments on the underlying DHS rule, these criteria far exceed both the statutory language and Congressional intent. Rather, they create a whole framework of highly correlated barriers that prospective immigrants must overcome, with no evidence to suggest that each of them has predictive value when others have already been taken into account. In the context of a “totality of circumstances” test, they neither provide clarity to the prospective immigrant, nor meaningful guidance to immigration officers, but simply create a panoply of excuses to deny visas.

**Timeline**

In multiple places, the Interim Final Rule states that benefits received after October 15, 2019 will be counted. This date was set to coordinate with the effective date set under the DHS final rule. However, since no fewer than five different federal courts have issued preliminary injunctions blocking implementation of the DHS rule, and postponing the effective date “until there is final resolution in the cases”\(^{365}\) there is absolutely no justification for the Department of State to keep to the October 15, 2019 effective date, and strong reason not to, as it would greatly increase the confusion for participants and the burden on state and local agencies that administer public

---


benefit programs that must fill out the I-944.

VII. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we urge the DOS to withdraw the interim final rule in its entirety, and to ensure that the long-standing principles clarified in the 1999 field guidance and State Department guidance issued at that time remain in effect. As anti-poverty experts, we believe that these changes will have profound and damaging consequences for the well-being and long-term success of immigrants and their families. We encourage the Department to dedicate its efforts to advancing policies that truly support economic security, self-sufficiency, and a stronger future for the United States by promoting – rather than undermining – the ability of immigrants, their families and children, and their communities to thrive.

Thank you for the opportunity to submit these comments.

Sincerely,

Olivia Golden, Executive Director
Center for Law and Social Policy
APPENDIX I: CLASP’S CONTRIBUTORS TO OUR PUBLIC COMMENTS
Listed Alphabetically

Wendy Cervantes is a senior policy analyst at CLASP, where she works across the organization’s policy teams to develop and advocate for policies that support low-income immigrants and their families. As a member of the child care and early education team, she also focuses on improving access to these programs for children of immigrants and children of color. Ms. Cervantes is an expert on the cross-sector policy issues that impact children of immigrants, including family economics, child welfare, immigration, education, healthcare, and human rights. Prior to joining CLASP, Ms. Cervantes was vice president of immigration and child rights at First Focus, where she led the organization’s federal policy work on immigration and established the Center for the Children of Immigrants. She also served as director of programs at La Plaza, a Latino community-based organization in central Indiana, where she oversaw the implementation and evaluation of education, health, and social service programs. Earlier in her career, Ms. Cervantes worked at the Annie E. Casey Foundation where she managed the national immigrant and refugee families and the District of Columbia portfolios. She also has experience as a community organizer and an adult ESL instructor. Ms. Cervantes currently serves on the advisory board of the Center on Immigration and Child Welfare and the Board of Welcome.US. She previously served on the steering committee of the U.S. Campaign for Ratification of the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child. In 2011, she was selected as an ALL IN fellow with the National Hispana Leadership Institute. The proud daughter of Mexican immigrants, Ms. Cervantes holds an M.A. in Latin American studies and political science from the University of New Mexico and a bachelor's in communications from the University of Southern California.

Rosa M. García is a senior policy analyst with CLASP’s Center for Postsecondary and Economic Success, where she works to expand access to postsecondary opportunities and career pathways for low-income students, low-skilled adults, students of color, and immigrants. Rosa also works across CLASP’s policy teams to help advance CLASP’s racial equity agenda. Prior to joining CLASP, Rosa worked to promote access, affordability, equity and diversity, and student success in higher education through her roles as a public servant and advocate at the federal, state, and local level. Her previous positions include Deputy Chief of Staff/Legislative Director to a senior member of the Congressional Hispanic Caucus, Executive Director of Legislative Affairs at the Hispanic Association of Colleges and Universities (HACU), Special Assistant/Legislative Aide to a County Councilmember in Montgomery County, Maryland and a gubernatorial appointment to the Maryland State Board of Education. Rosa has also worked at the Mexican American Legal Defense and Educational Fund (MALDEF), the U.S. Census Bureau, and the Morris K. Udall Foundation. Early in her career, Rosa served as an Assistant Dean of Admission at Wesleyan University and Swarthmore College, where she worked to increase the representation of students of color on campus. As an educator, Rosa has provided academic counseling, coaching and mentoring to low-income students, immigrants, and students of diverse backgrounds and taught underserved youth and adult learners in various educational settings.

Olivia Golden is CLASP’s executive director. An expert in child and family programs at the federal, state, and local levels, she has a track record of delivering results for low-income children and families in the nonprofit sector and at all levels of government. During the eight years she served as Commissioner for Children, Youth, and Families and then as Assistant Secretary for Children and Families at the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (1993-2001), Ms. Golden was a key player in expanding and improving Head Start and creating Early Head Start, implementing landmark welfare reform, tripling the level of funding for child care, and doubling adoptions from foster care. As an Institute fellow at the Urban Institute from 2008 to 2013, Ms. Golden spoke, wrote, and led major initiatives on poverty and the safety net, families’ economic security and children’s well-being. She brings to CLASP the leadership role in a major multi-state initiative, Work Support Strategies, which provides six states with the opportunity to design, test, and implement reforms to improve low-income working families' access to health reform, nutrition assistance, and child care subsidies.

**Tanya L. Goldman** is a senior policy analyst/attorney with CLASP's job quality team. Ms. Goldman focuses on policy solutions that improve job quality for workers, strengthen worker protections, and increase economic security for low-income working families. She brings expertise in the strategic enforcement of workplace labor standards. Prior to joining CLASP, Ms. Goldman had several positions in the federal government focused on protecting and upholding labor and employment laws. She worked at the U.S. Department of Labor, first as the Deputy Chief of Staff and Senior Policy Advisor to the Administrator of the Wage and Hour Division, focusing on strategic enforcement and protection of workers' labor standards. She also served as an Administrative Appeals Judge, issuing decisions in cases arising under a wide range of worker protection laws. Before working at the U.S. Department of Labor, Ms. Goldman prosecuted violations of federal employment laws at the U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity Commission. Early in her career, Ms. Goldman clerked for a federal judge and taught at Tulane University Law School. An adjunct professor at the Georgetown University Law Center, Ms. Goldman holds an undergraduate degree from Stanford University and a law degree from Harvard Law School.

**Madison Allen** is a senior policy analyst/attorney at CLASP, where she focuses on issues affecting access to health care and public benefits for immigrants and mixed-status families. Ms. Allen co-leads the Protecting Immigrant Families, Advancing Our Future Campaign in collaboration with the National Immigration Law Center. Prior to joining CLASP, Ms. Allen spent five years as an attorney with Charlotte Center for Legal Advocacy, where she provided direct legal representation to clients with low-incomes across public benefit programs and saw firsthand how programs like Medicaid, SNAP and SSI reduce economic hardship, improve health, and increase stability. She successfully challenged state agency decisions and identified several areas for systemic advocacy. Working together with partner organizations, Ms. Allen negotiated significant changes to Medicaid and ACA eligibility policies, providing access to health care for tens of thousands of immigrants. Ms. Allen holds a Juris Doctor from Tulane Law School and a bachelor’s degree in public health from George Washington University. In 2016, she was presented with the New Leader in Advocacy Award by the National Legal Aid and Defender Association.

**Elizabeth Lower-Basch** is director of CLASP's income and work supports team. Her expertise is federal and state welfare (TANF) policy, other supports for low-income working families (such as refundable tax credits), systems integration, and job quality. From 1996 to 2006, Ms. Lower-Basch worked for the Office of the Assistant Secretary for Planning and Evaluation at the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services. In this position, she was a lead welfare policy analyst, supporting legislative and regulatory processes and managing research projects. She received a Master of Public Policy from Harvard University's Kennedy School of Government.

**Hannah Matthews** is Deputy Executive Director for Policy. In this role, she provides leadership, strategic guidance, and support for the organization's policy and advocacy agenda. She is an expert on federal and state child care and early education policies and cross-sector policies that affect young children, including children of immigrants. Previously, Ms. Matthews was CLASP’s director of child care and early education. In that role, she advocated for public policies that advanced healthy child development, parent wellbeing, and family economic stability. She was also a leader on improving access to quality child care and early education for children of
immigrants and children of color. Ms. Matthews is a nationally recognized expert on the federal Child Care and Development Block Grant (CCDBG) and worked with advocates and policymakers nationally and in states to improve child care subsidy policies for low-income children and families. Her work helped to inform the 2014 reauthorization of CCDBG, its implementation in the states, and to secure the largest federal funding increase in CCDBG's history in 2018. Ms. Matthews also held policy analyst and senior policy analyst roles at CLASP and served as a senior advisor on child care policy in the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services in 2015. Prior to joining CLASP, she worked in research assistant positions at the National Assembly of Health and Human Service Organizations, the Levitan Center for Social Policy Studies, and Voices for America's Children. She also worked at Human Rights Watch. Ms. Matthews earned a bachelor's degree from The George Washington University, and a master's degree in public policy from Johns Hopkins University.

Renato Rocha is a policy analyst within CLASP’s Income and Work Supports team. He focuses on issues regarding work requirements and other related provisions across programs as well as access to public benefits for immigrant families. Prior to CLASP, Renato was an economic policy analyst at UnidosUS (formerly National Council of La Raza), where he conducted analysis of consumer protection, budget, tax, disaster relief, and labor issues that impact the wellbeing of Latino and immigrant communities. Earlier in his career, Renato engaged in efforts to promote comprehensive immigration reform and advocate for enforcement of farmworker labor-protection laws at Farmworker Justice. In graduate school, he also had the opportunity to work at the National Immigration Law Center, where he analyzed policy issues affecting deferred action recipients. Renato holds a Master in Public Affairs from Princeton University’s Woodrow Wilson School of Public and International Affairs and a B.A. in Politics from Occidental College. In 2013, Renato served as a Fulbright Public Policy Initiative Fellow to Mexico.

Shiva Sethi is a research assistant for the child care and early education team at CLASP. He provides research support and analysis on various early education issues. Before joining CLASP, Mr. Sethi interned in the U.S. Department of State’s Office of Civil Rights and at the Santa Fe Institute. He also served as a resident advisor, teaching assistant, and orientation leader during his undergraduate career. He recently graduated from the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill with a B.A. in economics and global studies.

Darrel Thompson is a research assistant with CLASP’s Income and Work Supports team. He provides research support and analysis on various low-income and work support programs. Prior to joining CLASP, Darrel interned at the Center on Budget and Policy Priorities and the Lou Frey Institute of Politics and Government. He holds a bachelor’s degree in political science from the University of Central Florida.

Rebecca Ullrich is a policy analyst with CLASP's child care and early education team. She uses qualitative and quantitative analysis to advocate for state and federal policies that support young children and their families. Prior to CLASP, Ms. Ullrich was a policy analyst with the Center for American Progress’ early childhood team. In that capacity, she focused on the early childhood workforce, early intervention, and measures of quality in early childhood programs. Ms. Ullrich holds a master’s degree in applied developmental psychology from George Mason University as well as a bachelor’s degree in human development from Virginia Tech.